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Unique Amish Historical from a Bestselling, Award-Winning AuthorAmish pacifism is sorely
tested in the Paradise Valley settlement in the 1920s. When an army of bandits descends on
them, the Amish are saved by the last-minute arrival of government troops. But they soon learn
that soldiers can be as cruel as the bandits themselves. Then a bishop travels to Mexico, and
Caleb's daughters are finally able to marry, though the ban still looms for Miriam even as her
beloved Domingo decides he must go off to fight in the coming war. As Caleb's frail hope of
peace and freedom in Mexico slips away, he is left to ponder the question: In times of trouble, on
whom should we rely?

About the AuthorHans Peter Richter was a German author that wrote many books for children
and young adults.
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riding a mule-drawn planter, putting down row after row of seeds, and there was nothing in the
world he loved quite the same way. Like any Amish farmer Caleb was deeply attuned to the
seasons and found a unique joy in each of them, but springtime was his favorite. It was a time of
awakening, a time when he could feel the promise of Gott in the earth and a sense of divine
purpose in the sinews of his callused hands. A time of hope. Planting a field was a prayer, an act
of purest faith.Stopping at the end of a row Caleb took off his wide-brimmed hat, wiped his bald
head with a shirtsleeve and took a moment to survey his valley, a five-thousand-acre oval of
prime pasture high up in the Sierra Madres of northeast Mexico. The valley wasn’t entirely his,
but he took a kind of proprietary pride in it because he and his family had been the first to come
here three years ago, in the spring of 1922.It was the kind of spectacular day that only happened
a few times each spring, a sky so deep blue it was almost painful, a light breeze blowing, a little
chilly in the morning yet warming in the afternoon. The shadow of a hawk passed over him,
cruising on the wind, drawing Caleb’s gaze to the western mountains where he’d been standing
when he first set eyes on Paradise Valley. He felt it even now, the thrill of hope in that first vision.



It really did look like paradise, lush green bottomland bracketed by long, low ridges on the north
and south. Caleb and his family were pioneers of sorts—advance scouts for a new settlement.
They had dug themselves into the valley, shaping earth and straw into bricks and building
houses with their bare hands. Even their barns and buggy sheds were finished by the time the
Hershbergers and Shrocks came the following year.The main group arrived last summer, and a
big industrious colony of Amish all pitched in, making adobe, cutting timber, erecting houses and
barns. More families arrived, and now there were ten homes scattered along the base of the
ridges on both sides of the valley, new tin roofs gleaming in the afternoon sun, smoke trailing
peacefully from chimneys as wives and daughters cooked dinner. There were new barns and
fences to corral the livestock, and everywhere he looked Caleb saw bearded men in flat-
brimmed hats and suspenders working teams of sturdy horses, plowing and planting fields. In
the coming weeks the industry of ten Amish families would turn Paradise Valley into a quilt of
bright green from one end to the other.Across his lane, in the field down nearest the main road,
his son Harvey and a team of four huge Belgian draft horses pulled a wide harrow, the long row
of steel disks shiny from use, smoothing fresh-plowed earth. At nineteen, Harvey was his only
son now. There had once been two boys older than Harvey, twins, but Amos fell victim to the flu
epidemic of 1918, and Aaron died last August on the road back from Agua Nueva at the hands
of the bandit El Pantera. His death was a crippling blow to Caleb, and a pall hung over the entire
family still.Along the far edge of the same field where Harvey was plowing, Domingo Zapara
rode behind another corn planter just like the one Caleb was driving. A Mexican native, half
mestizo and half Nahua, Domingo was a striking figure, tall and proud. He wore his black hair
long and loose, hanging past his shoulders under a wide-brimmed Amish hat that once
belonged to Caleb. Even the hat had a heroic story behind it.More than just a trusted hired hand,
Domingo had become almost like a son to him. Reared by his father to be a Nahua warrior,
Domingo wouldn’t hesitate to put his own life in danger to protect Caleb’s family from bandits.
Late last summer, after the confrontation in which Aaron was killed, it was Domingo who, along
with Jake Weaver, tracked El Pantera north to his stronghold at Diablo Canyon and rescued
Rachel, Caleb’s nineteen-year-old daughter. It was a debt Caleb knew he could never
repay.Domingo’s planter stopped halfway down a row and he craned his neck. He appeared to
be watching something in the road behind Caleb, and when he climbed off the seat of the
planter and started trotting across the field toward the driveway Caleb looked over his shoulder
to see what was happening.A solitary rider approached from the west on a painted pony,
cantering along in no particular hurry and not looking like much of a threat. His sombrero hung
behind his neck and there was a bandolier of bullets bouncing against his chest. A bandit.As the
rider slowed and turned in, Caleb climbed off his planter and met Domingo at the lane. The two
of them stood shoulder to shoulder, watching, waiting.“I know this one,” Domingo said. “Alvarez.
He rides with El Pantera, but my father trusted him.”“I know him, too,” Caleb said. “He has been
here before.”The bandit stopped his horse in front of them and dismounted. He was a dark,
leather-faced man with a huge mustache and a thick head of coal black hair. The butts of two



cross-draw pistols peeked out the front of his jacket.“Hola, Domingo!” he said, thumping
Domingo’s chest like an old friend. “You have become a man since I saw you last! It has been a
long time, my young friend.”“Sí, Alvarez.” Domingo nodded. “The last time we met was before my
father fell at Zacatecas.” His hand drew the sign of the cross on his chest as he said this, and
Caleb made a mental note of it. It was the first time he had ever seen his young friend use any
kind of Christian gesture.“A good man,” the bandit said solemnly. He then looked at Caleb and
added, “Perhaps you do not remember, señor, but I have been here before.”“Sí, I thought you
looked familiar. You are welcome to water your horse, and if you’re hungry—”“Gracias, but no. I
will let the horse drink, and then I must be on my way.”As the three of them walked up toward the
trough by the windmill the bandit said, “It is no accident that I stopped here today. I bring news,
and it concerns both of you.”Domingo eyed him cautiously. “News of El Pantera?” It seemed to
Caleb that Domingo always knew what was coming.Alvarez nodded. “Two days ago I stopped for
the night in Diablo Canyon. The men in the bunkhouse were full of talk about a young whelp who
turned back El Pantera and five of his best men in the pass at El Ojo.” He grinned at Domingo,
and his fingers curled into a fist as he added, “It seems the blood of Ehekatl flows strong in his
son’s veins.”Domingo shrugged. “It was a narrow pass. A child could have held it.”“But a child
would not have broken half the bones in El Pantera’s body, would he?”“So El Pantera is still
alive?” Locked in a fight to the death, Domingo and the bandit leader had fallen together from a
cliff. The fall had nearly killed Domingo, but the fate of El Pantera remained a mystery. Until
now.“Sí, he lives,” the bandit said, “but he is not the same man. His left arm was so badly
shattered he has lost the use of the hand, and he has only recently begun to ride a horse again.
They say he is half crazy with rage, and he swears revenge.”“Against me?”Alvarez glanced at
Caleb. “Sí. And against your friends, too. There are already twenty men in his camp, and more
are coming. He wanted me to stay, but I told him I had to go to San Luis Potosi for my brother’s
wedding.” A casual shrug. “I don’t have a brother. I only came here to warn you.”Caleb couldn’t
resist asking. “Why?”The bandit’s eyes smiled, though his mouth was completely hidden behind
his mustache. “Because Domingo’s father was my friend, and because you treated me and my
men with respect, señor. You gave us bread, watered our horses and talked to us like men, so I
wanted to warn you of the storm that is brewing. If I were you I would flee. And say nothing of this
meeting. . . . If El Pantera learns I was here, he will kill my whole family.”“This is bad news indeed,”
Caleb said. “When do you think he will come?”“I’m not sure. It will be a little while before he is
strong enough to ride so far, but he will come. Three weeks, maybe four—that would be my
guess.”“Well, there’s not much left for him to steal. With all the newcomers, our winter stores are
almost gone.”The bandit shook his head grimly. “You misunderstand me, Señor Bender. El
Pantera is not coming here to steal. He is coming to burn and to kill.”Before sundown Miriam
went to the barn to do her chores. With her dark complexion and raven hair, Caleb’s daughter
could have passed for a Mexican if it weren’t for the Amish dress and prayer kapp. As she
dipped a bucket into the feed bin she saw the shadow of someone behind her and spun around,
surprised.Domingo drew her against him and kissed her. Miriam let herself melt into him and



kissed him back.Holding her in his strong arms, he brushed aside a wisp of hair that had
escaped her starched white prayer kapp and gazed into her eyes.“Your mother is doing much
better these days,” he said softly.To anyone else it might have seemed an odd thing to say under
the circumstances, but Miriam knew what he meant. Mamm had been thrown into a state of
mental confusion and despair by Aaron’s murder last summer, along with the kidnapping of
Rachel and a diphtheria outbreak that claimed the lives of four children in the Paradise Valley
colony. And then Miriam disappeared for ten days while she and Kyra tended Domingo’s wounds
at the abandoned silver mine in Parrot Pass. It was there, alone in a veritable Eden, that
Domingo asked Miriam to be his wife. After long deliberation she accepted, on two conditions:
he would have to wait, and their betrothal would have to remain secret, for it would have broken
her mother. For the last six months Mamm’s fragile mental state was the only thing preventing
them from being married.“Jah, it has been more than half a year,” Miriam answered, meeting his
eyes. “Christmas was hard for her with Aaron gone, but since then she has grown stronger, more
like her old self. Just this morning she was helping me gather eggs when she slipped and fell.
Now, you know what the floor of the chicken coop is like. She soiled her dress, her hands, her
kapp, but, Domingo, she was laughing. While I was helping her up she laughed like a schoolgirl.
It did my heart good.” Laying her head against his chest, hearing his strong heartbeat, she said
softly, “Perhaps it is time for us to be married.”He nodded. “I must talk to your father first. I have
too much respect for Señor Bender to do this behind his back. Everything will change for you
now, Cualnezqui. Are you sure you want to go ahead?”Tightening her arms about his waist, she
said, “I’ve never been more sure of anything in my life. I am yours, Domingo. I am forever
yours.”There was a faint crunching of straw behind Domingo and the shadows deepened. Miriam
stepped back hastily and looked around him.Her sister Rachel stood in the big barn door, the
westering sun slanting through, backlighting the red hair along her neck, at the base of her kapp.
Rachel’s hands covered her mouth and tears welled in her eyes.“How long have you been
standing there?” Miriam asked.“Long enough.” Rachel’s eyes flitted back and forth between
them. “Miriam . . . you and Domingo are going to marry?”Miriam nodded slowly, moving toward
her younger sister, reaching to her.But Rachel stepped back, keeping her distance.“How could
you not tell me this, Miriam? How could you keep a secret like this? From me!”Miriam shrugged
an apology, shaking her head. “Rachel, among the Amish, wedding plans are always secret.”“But
this is not an Amish wedding!” Rachel cried, glancing at Domingo. “If you marry an outsider it will
break our mother’s heart! You will be banned, an outcast in your own family. I know how you feel
about Domingo, but Miriam, have you considered the consequences?”“Of course I have—
carefully, and with great sorrow,” Miriam answered softly. “I know what lies before me if I take this
path, but I am twenty-two years old and I know my own heart, my own mind.” She put a palm
against Domingo’s chest and smiled confidently into his eyes. “Gott has brought us together, and
though I know our path will be filled with trials, it is our path, and together we can face
anything.”Rachel was silent for a second. The words that spilled out of her next came quietly but
with an unmistakable undercurrent of threat.“What would Dat say if he knew?”Miriam was



stunned into silence. Before she could find her tongue, Domingo said, “Your father will not know
until I choose to tell him.” He didn’t return Miriam’s puzzled glance. His black eyes were locked
on Rachel. “Everyone has secrets. Now that you know ours, I think you would do well to keep
it.”Rachel stared at him a moment longer, then nodded meekly as her eyes dropped away from
him. Without another word, she turned and walked softly out of the barn.Baffled, Miriam asked,
“What was that about?”Domingo shook his head, still staring after Rachel. “You will have to ask
your sister. I cannot say.”She knew that tone of voice. There was a point of honor here,
somewhere. “Cannot? Or will not?”He shrugged. “For me, one is the same as the other.”———
Domingo saddled his horse and went home for the day, and a few minutes later Rachel came
back into the barn. No matter what else happened, the cows still had to be milked.Sitting on a
three-legged stool Miriam glanced around at her younger sister, wondering what was going
through Rachel’s mind. She refused to speak, wouldn’t even look at Miriam, and yet her eyes
betrayed more sorrow than anger. It was puzzling. They were completely alone; why didn’t
Rachel just speak her mind? They had always been so close, slept in the same bed together all
their lives and shared secrets. Now it seemed an impenetrable barrier stood between them, and
it broke Miriam’s heart.“Rachel.”No answer. Not even a look.“Rachel, I’m sorry.”Still no answer,
just the steady rip rip rip of milk in the pail.“Rachel, I’m so sorry about keeping this a secret from
you. It was just . . . this was a decision I had to make alone, out of my own heart and no one
else’s. I found a pearl of great price, and I had to decide whether to sacrifice everything for it. The
burden was mine alone. There was nothing you could do, and I didn’t want to be swayed. Can
you understand that?”Rachel was silent for a long time, but then she took a deep breath and
said, “Jah. I know what it is to carry a burden you can’t share.”She still wouldn’t look at Miriam,
but the lines of pain and sorrow etched themselves even deeper in her face and the anger left
her entirely. Could it be that something else was bothering her? Was it possible Rachel bore a
secret of her own—something as earth-shattering as Miriam’s secret? Domingo’s words came
back to her now.“You will have to ask your sister.”“Rachel, if you have something you want to tell
me, you know it is safe with me. You can tell me anything. It couldn’t possibly be any worse than
—”“Oh, it can be worse,” Rachel said. “A lot worse. You have no idea.”Miriam’s hands stopped
milking and she looked around at Rachel. The cow shuffled its feet and let out a soft moo. Worse
than marrying an outsider? Only one thing sprang to her mind.“Rachel, you and Jake aren’t . . . in
trouble, are you?” Jake was the one, the love of Rachel’s life.“No,” Rachel said, instantly and
firmly. “I’m not, anyway.”“So . . . Jake has done something?”Rachel was silent for so long Miriam
wasn’t sure she’d heard the question, but at last she spoke, very quietly.“He killed a man.”Miriam
recoiled, nearly falling backward from her stool.“He did what?”Rachel came and knelt beside
her, gripping her arm with both hands, her eyes full of tears. Words spilled out of her, mingled
with a great long sob.“Remember I told you about the bandit who came to me in the middle of
the night when I was chained in El Pantera’s barn, and Jake pulled him off of me before he could
do anything?”Miriam’s head backed away, her eyes wide. “Jah?”“Jake strangled him with his
handcuff chain. The bandit was dead, Miriam.”Miriam’s hand covered her mouth, shaking. “Oh,



my stars! Poor Jake! What must he be going through?”But Rachel shook her head and pulled
away, dabbing at her eyes with a handkerchief.“He doesn’t know. We lied to him, Domingo and
me. We both knew the guard was dead, but we told Jake he lived. Jake doesn’t know.”“Rachel,
you must tell him. His soul is in danger.”Rachel’s face contorted as she looked up at Miriam and
cried, “I can’t! They’ll send him to Ohio to face the bishop, and then his father will never let him
come back. I’ll never see him again!”Rachel’s future husband, or his soul. An unthinkable choice,
perhaps even more difficult than the one Miriam had made. There was nothing she could say.
She could understand why Rachel might keep such a burden to herself. It was her choice to
make, alone.Just like her own.As the sun kissed the western hills Miriam wrapped her arms
around Rachel’s shoulders. In the dim twilight of an adobe barn in the mountains of Mexico two
sisters huddled together against the world, and wept.Chapter 2Sitting among a hundred Amish
on the second level of her father’s barn for church services that Sunday, Miriam felt the kinship of
her people more acutely than ever, for she felt the nearness of its loss. Despite a cool morning
breeze they flung the doors wide to let in the sunlight while they sang songs from the Ausbund,
the ancient traditional hymns that welded them together. Caleb gave a short devotional and then
read a prayer of thanks from the prayer book. Miriam knew why he chose that particular prayer.
Despite grievous losses, her father was indeed grateful for good weather, good neighbors, and
for the calm that had reigned over the last six months. There had been no more outbreaks of
diphtheria, and the bandits had stayed away. But before he closed the prayer he added his own
plea for Gott to send a bishop to Paradise Valley.This, too, Miriam understood. Everyone knew
that without leadership their blossoming community would wither and die. She had already
witnessed little differences of opinion over length of hair and width of hat brim, not to mention
that the Yutzys, who came from a more liberal district in Geauga County, wore buttons on their
clothes. A bishop would work with the men to resolve such differences and restore unity—to a
point. Experience had taught her that perfect unity among so many human beings, each with his
own needs and wants and fears and opinions, was elusive.She bowed her head and uttered a
prayer of her own for peace and patience. Soon now she would marry Domingo, and the ban
would follow as surely as night follows day. She could already envision the hurt in her mother’s
eyes, feel the pain of separation from her sisters. From that day forward she would never be
allowed to eat at her family’s table, nor would any of them accept a gift from her hand. The ban
was no illusion. It was a concrete reality she would have to endure for the rest of her life.After her
father’s long prayer everyone stood while John Hershberger read a chapter from the Heilige
Schrift, and then sat through a brief message delivered by Roman Miller. Roman was no
preacher, but in the absence of a minister the men often shared the duty and did the best they
could. This was followed by the testimonies of men who had brought their families to Mexico to
be free.Through it all, Miriam stole glances at the men sitting across from her. Micah Shrock, the
strapping son of Ira and Esther, sat on the back row with the other boys, behind the married
men, and when she glanced at him he didn’t look back. Micah avoided eye contact with her
these days, and never spoke to her at all if he could help it. They’d been engaged to be married,



until Miriam put on the clothes of a Mexican peasant and went with Kyra into the mountains to
look for Domingo. Micah had put his foot down, given her an ultimatum.She went anyway. Micah
wasn’t the only one who wouldn’t forgive her for that.Next to Micah sat Jake Weaver, the love of
Rachel’s life, always smiling, good-natured and affable, completely unaware that he was a
murderer in danger of hell’s fires. Directly in front of Jake was the self-righteous Levi Mullet,
Miriam’s brother-in-law. He and Emma had rushed into a marriage just before leaving for Mexico
to hide the fact that their first child was already on the way. They’d gotten away with it, or so they
thought, but there was always a hint of fear in his eyes, for he had been raised to believe that no
sin would ever go unpunished in this world. He lived in constant fear of Gott’s reprisal.Atlee
Hostetler, the wiry little newcomer, sat ramrod straight on the backless bench trying to stay
awake, bleary-eyed from staying up too late drinking hard cider. He’d come to Mexico to escape
the whispers about his binges, but the rumors had followed him.Miriam didn’t know them all,
though she suspected that every single person present harbored secret desires and secret fears
they held closer than kin—secrets that would always keep them at arms’ length from each
other.The service ended as it began, with a song. The richly timbered chorus of voices melding
in her father’s barn moved Miriam more than anything that went before it, for in the comfort of
that moment she discovered a small but profound truth: her people were never more purely and
perfectly united than when they sang together, as one.Paradise Valley enjoyed mild
temperatures year-round, and a fair amount of rain during the growing season. Surrounded by
ridges and mountains on three sides, they were sheltered from all but the worst of storms and
wind. But Caleb Bender knew, perhaps better than anyone, that the worst storms didn’t come
from the western skies.They came on horseback.After lunch Caleb strolled down his lane to join
a group of men who were already there, waiting. He had spread the word earlier that he wanted
to talk to the men in private, away from the women and children, about a matter of great concern.
Only the married men were there, the heads of households. The women and unmarried boys
had no say.Atlee Hostetler had a coal black beard that came to a point, and he stroked it as he
looked up and down Caleb’s driveway at the row of saplings just starting to bud.“You planted a
lot of trees here, Caleb.”It was Levi who answered him. “Jah, my Emma did that. She loves trees.
Planted them all over. There’s even maples up on that ridge. Don’t know as they’ll thrive in this
climate, though.”Caleb chuckled. “They’ll thrive if they know what’s good for them. That daughter
of mine won’t have a shirker. If all her trees live, in twenty years they’ll change the face of this
valley, that’s for sure. Won’t be the same place.” Then his smile disappeared as he kicked at the
dirt, dreading what he had to say next. “I’m not real sure we’ll be here in twenty years yet. That’s
why I wanted to talk to you men—” he glanced over his shoulder toward the house, where a
clutch of younger girls were tending the babies while the women cleaned up from lunch—“out
here where the women can’t hear. We got a decision to make. You all remember what happened
last summer.”Mahlon Yutzy’s face darkened. “The diphtheria?” Mahlon’s twelve-year-old son,
William, had died of the disease. Three of the five new families had lost a child in the epidemic
within weeks of their arrival.“Well, that too,” Caleb said, “but I’m thinking the threat of disease is



behind us. Mainly I was talking about the bandits—the ones who took Rachel . . . and killed
Aaron.”Even now it was hard to make himself say the words. The wound was still too fresh. Caleb
chewed on his lip for a moment, staring at the horizon, composing himself, and the other men
exchanged worried glances.He felt a hand on his shoulder, and his old friend John Hershberger
said softly, “What about the bandits, Caleb? Is there news?”Before he could answer Caleb heard
hoofbeats in the drive behind him. Domingo trotted up to the group and swung down from the
saddle with a wince. After six months he still limped a little from the broken leg he suffered at El
Ojo. He led his horse up to the group.“Guten tag,” the young native said, reaching out to shake
hands. One by one they shook his hand and switched from Dutch to High German.“I still can’t
get used to hearing German from a Mexican!” Atlee Hostetler said, the dialect causing him to
struggle a bit himself. It was different from Pennsylvania Dutch, but they all understood it
because it was the language of their Bible.Domingo shrugged, smiled. “My German was a gift
from a former employer,” he said. “It’s not perfect, but I figured it was better than your
Spanish.”Their hats all tilted down, hiding their faces as they laughed quietly at themselves. “You
figured right,” Yutzy chuckled, then pointed at Domingo’s Amish hat. “If not for the poncho I
would have took you for Dutch—riding a standard-bred horse and wearing an Amish
hat.”Domingo nodded toward Caleb. “The horse and the hat were both gifts from my current
employer.”“There is news,” Caleb said, answering John’s question and steering the conversation
back toward his original purpose. “That’s why I asked Domingo to come. He knows some of the
bandits, and sometimes his friends tell him things.”The whole group ambled slowly down the
driveway toward the middle of the valley while Domingo told them what he and Caleb already
knew: El Pantera was still alive, and looking for revenge.“He will come soon,” Domingo said. “And
he will bring an army. Thirty, maybe forty men, with guns. This time he will come for blood.”“It’s
just not right,” Levi said. “We have done nothing to this man.”“We have done plenty,” Domingo
answered. “El Pantera is a proud man. Jake Weaver embarrassed him in front of his men, then
we escaped from his barn and took Rachel with us. In the bandit’s mind Rachel was his property
—he had stolen her fair and square. Worst of all, El Pantera was badly injured in the fight at El
Ojo, and that was after I shot his prize Appaloosa and two of his men. Mark my words, he will
come for his revenge.”Mahlon Yutzy shook his head. “There is nothing we can do against an
army. They will slaughter us like chickens.”“That’s why we needed to talk,” Caleb said. “Our lives
might be in danger, and the lives of our wives and children. Maybe the Coblentzes did the right
thing, going home.” He didn’t want to be the one to suggest it, but he would not withhold the
truth.They all knew the story. Freeman and Hannah Coblentz had packed up and gone back to
Ohio, leaving behind a half-built house after their little girl died of diphtheria. Cora, their eldest
daughter, was being courted by Aaron and was devastated by his loss. All of it together was
more than Hannah could bear.“There are still things you can do to protect yourselves,” Domingo
said. “Don Louis Alejandro Hidalgo, the owner of Hacienda El Prado, keeps a cadre of armed
guards at the hacienda, three miles from here. He has said that if you can get your families
behind his walls you will be protected. Anyway, there is time to prepare. My friend said it might be



a month before El Pantera is well enough to ride this far, let alone fight.”“But what if we’re in the
fields working when they come?” Levi said. “They would be on us before we could get our
families out.”“If you post sentries in the high places they can see the bandits coming ten miles
away,” Domingo said. “That would buy you a little time.”“Jah, and then what? He could still burn
our houses and barns, and what will stop him from coming again and again? Will we live our
whole lives at the mercy of this animal? The Coblentzes were smart, if you ask me. Maybe we
should all go back—to a more civilized country.”Caleb nodded gravely. “We are faced with a hard
choice. We must decide whether to go or stay. If we stay, we must find a way to keep our families
safe.”“But we can’t leave now!” Noah Byler said. “We sold everything we have to come to this
place, and my son is buried in this earth. Caleb, all we want to do is live in peace. Is there no law
in this country? Does no one protect the innocent?”Caleb looked him in the eye. “Only Gott,” he
said quietly.They walked a ways in silence, each of them weighing the question in his own mind,
but in the end Caleb knew they would all look to him for an answer. He was the oldest and had
been here the longest. He was also the only one whose child had died at the hands of the
bandits.It was John Hershberger who finally asked, “What do you think, Caleb? Should we give
up and go back to Ohio?”Caleb shook his head slowly. “I won’t tell another man what he should
do, but as for me, I don’t want to leave. From the beginning I felt Gott led us here, and that has
not changed. Whatever befalls me—and I have already paid a great price—I still think it is Gott’s
will that I should stay. And if Gott wants us here, then Gott will deliver us. Somehow.”Ira Shrock’s
face, always red, grew redder as Caleb spoke, until at last he could not keep silent.“We need to
find a way to get troops to come,” he said. “These bandits should pay for their crimes. It’s not
right to let them feast on the innocent. They should pay!”Caleb cleared his throat. “We already
tried to get them to send troops, Ira. I practically begged the government official in Monterrey, but
he wanted money—a lot of money. More money than we have.”“Hidalgo is rich,” Domingo said.
“Perhaps you can persuade him to pay for the troops.”They talked at great length, walking the
fields of Paradise Valley, but in the end they could see no other choice. They would not take up
arms against the bandits themselves, and none of them had the money to bribe the official to
send troops to the valley. Most of them had spent their last dime to buy the land. Domingo was
right. Their only option was to appeal to Don Hidalgo. After all, he was the one who sold them the
land in the first place.One by one they grudgingly assented, nodding and mumbling among
themselves until John Hershberger summed it up for them. “We don’t have much choice. If we
leave now we lose everything we have. There is no one to buy our farms.”“Then it is decided,”
Caleb said. “Tomorrow morning I will go talk to Hidalgo and ask him if he will pay the bribe. In the
meantime we will trust Gott.” With a glance back toward his home he added, “I’ll thank you men
not to talk about this to the women. My Martha doesn’t need something else to worry about just
now.”Domingo raised an eyebrow. “Will you at least put sentries on the heights?”“Jah,” Caleb
answered, with a wry smile. “We will trust Gott, and post lookouts.”Chapter 3After breakfast on
Monday morning Caleb hitched a horse to the buggy and took Domingo with him to Hacienda El
Prado. The village at the feet of the hacienda was buzzing with activity, as usual whenever the



haciendado was present on his estate. Don Hidalgo only visited El Prado for a few weeks at
planting time and harvest, dividing the rest of his year between New York and Paris, so the
peons and merchants who lived at his beck and call kept themselves very busy whenever he
was in attendance. Caleb drove through the village, past the beautiful stone church with its oak
trees and graveyard, right up to the ivy-swathed gates of the hacienda itself. Two armed guards
met him there and, after relieving Domingo of his gun belt, waved them through.The main house
sat on a hill well back from the gates, shadowed in the rear by a sprawling flower garden dotted
with shade trees, marble benches, and shallow ponds where exotic fish meandered in the shade
of weeping willows and arched-stone footbridges. Caleb left his buggy with a stableboy while he
and Domingo went on up to the back entrance of the main house. Yet another armed guard
frisked them before leading them through a maze of hallways to a waiting room crowded with a
dozen barefoot Mexican peasants.They didn’t wait long. When Hidalgo’s minion came out and
saw an American face he ushered Caleb into Hidalgo’s grand library ahead of everyone else,
explaining that Caleb was, after all, a landowner. But when Domingo got up to come with him,
the butler’s eyebrows went up.“Your peon can wait here,” he said.It took Caleb a second to get
his meaning, but then he hung back, his eyes narrowing.“Domingo Zapara is no peon,” he said.
“He is my friend, and he goes where I go.”Despite the fact that Domingo was a head taller the
butler still managed to look down his nose at him for a second, then sniffed and said in a
distinctly condescending tone, “Muy bien. Follow me.”Hidalgo’s cavernous library, with its high
frescoed ceiling, exquisitely crafted mahogany woodwork, and Persian carpets was without a
doubt the most opulent room Caleb had ever seen, and it was only one small part of a house
large enough to contain twenty such rooms.“Señor Bender!” Hidalgo rose from behind a
massive, ornately carved desk, greeted Caleb with a warm handshake, and ushered him to a
leather chair in front of his desk. He ignored Domingo, who remained standing quietly behind
Caleb, hat in hand.Hidalgo seated himself behind the desk and folded his hands on the blotter.
His hands were soft, the nails neatly manicured. Ten years younger than Caleb, the haciendado
carried himself like royalty and he was dressed like a politician. His smile faded as he
spoke.“Fuentes wrote to me about the bandit attack last summer, Señor Bender. We were all
deeply saddened to hear of the loss of your son. A terrible tragedy. It must have been a very
difficult time for your family.”Caleb nodded gravely. “Sí, we miss him badly, especially now, with
spring planting to do. He was a good son, and an able worker.”“I was also informed that one of
your daughters was taken, but she was later restored to you. Is this true?”“Sí. Rachel was
kidnapped, but this young man”—Caleb glanced over his shoulder at Domingo—“and another
were able to rescue her.”“Sí, that is the story I heard. You are lucky, Señor Bender. This El
Pantera is a very bad man.”Caleb nodded. Pictures of his son’s last moments flashed across his
mind’s eye. A bad man indeed.“This is what I came to talk to you about, Don Hidalgo. El Pantera.
Even now he makes plans to attack us. They say he is full of rage and he seeks
revenge.”Hidalgo’s head turned, just a notch, so that the stare he fastened on Caleb seemed
slightly wary. “And what will you do?”Caleb looked down at the hat in his lap, already sensing



resistance in the haciendado’s language. What will you do?“We were hoping you might help
us.”Hidalgo nodded. “Sí, I will be happy to help. I have told you before, Señor Bender, you and
your people are welcome behind the walls of the hacienda when bandits attack. You will be safe
here.”Caleb sighed. “Gracias, Don Hidalgo. We are grateful for your protection, but you must
understand that we are farmers. Even if we run to the hacienda, our livestock will be slaughtered,
our houses and barns burned. We would lose everything.”Hidalgo squinted at him, puzzled.
“Then perhaps you should band together and defend your farms from these men. There are ten
families in your valley now, are there not?”“Sí, but we cannot fight. It is against the laws of our
Gott to take up arms against our fellow man.”“Bandits—vermin, rabid dogs,” Hidalgo said with a
shrug.“Men, still,” Caleb answered evenly. “Made by the hand of Gott. I talked it over with the
others, and it seems to all of us that the only solution to our problems is to bring federales to the
valley. If there are troops here, the bandits will stay away. But Señor Montoya—the official in
Monterrey you recommended to us—he wanted money. Señor Hidalgo, we have given you
nearly all the money we have to buy the land.”Hidalgo leaned back in his chair and a leery smile
came into his eyes. He nodded slowly. “I see. You have come to ask me to pay Señor Montoya’s
bribe so he will send troops here to protect you.”Caleb nodded thinly. “Sí, though I still don’t
understand why a bribe must be paid at all. Montoya is a government official. Don’t they pay him
a salary?”Hidalgo chuckled. “This is Mexico, Señor Bender. Montoya’s salary as a civil servant is
a token. Anyway, why would any man aspire to such an office if there were no way to profit from
it?”Caleb’s hopes were fading. The tone of Hidalgo’s voice had already told him what his answer
would be.Hidalgo leaned forward, once again clasping his hands on his desk.“Señor Bender, I
have the deepest respect for you and your people. You have worked very hard to build a
homestead here in our mountains, and you have gained the trust of all those around you. But if
you will not defend your own farms how can you expect someone else to defend them for
you?”“In America there were policemen to protect the innocent.”Hidalgo’s eyes narrowed. He
took a deep breath and exhaled through his nose like a little hiss of steam. “America is a rich
country with plenty of policemen to go around. But Mexico is a poor country, and we have just
been through a bitter revolution. In Mexico these days there is never enough of anything to go
around.”As he was speaking a paneled door opened behind him and a woman in the full regalia
of a Mexican baroness glided silently into the room. Her face, her bearing, matched a regal
portrait in a gilded frame hanging on the wall directly behind Hidalgo’s desk. His wife. Caleb
glanced up at her, and Hidalgo, following his glance, turned and saw her. He held up a finger and
said, “I will be with you in a moment, mi amor.”She nodded, and remained.Hidalgo stared at
Caleb a minute longer as if waiting for a rebuttal, but Caleb could think of nothing more to
say.“My offer stands,” Hidalgo said, and there was an air of finality in his tone, like the banging of
a gavel. “You may bring your people here, behind the walls of the hacienda, and I will guarantee
their safety. But with all due respect, Señor Bender, it makes no sense for me to pay a king’s
ransom for troops when I have no need of them myself.”Caleb nodded, his jaw working, his eyes
downcast. The irony of Hidalgo’s words seemed lost on Hidalgo himself. But Caleb, with a



farmer’s common sense, saw quite clearly the hypocrisy of an aristocrat, sitting in the grand
library of his palatial estate with his fine clothes and manicured nails, complaining that there was
not enough to go around. Caleb braced his palms on the arms of the chair to rise, but Domingo’s
hand pressed firmly on his shoulder. Domingo came around him then and leaned his fists on the
edge of Hidalgo’s desk, glaring at the haciendado.Hidalgo bristled, staring up at him. There was
only indignation in his eyes. The man was too powerful to fear any peasant.“Don Hidalgo,”
Domingo said softly, with a little bow of the head to show at least the pretense of respect, “I think
in his haste my American amigo has failed to mention one or two things that may interest you.
First, everyone knows Hacienda El Prado enjoyed the favor of Pancho Villa, and while he lived
none of his men would dare lift a hand against you. But Pancho Villa is dead.” Again, Caleb
noticed Domingo making the sign of the cross on his chest as he said this. “You no longer have
him to protect you, my haciendado, and if El Pantera comes all this way with a hundred armed
men, do you really think he will be satisfied with the spoils of a few poor gringo
campesinos?”Caleb glanced up at Hidalgo’s wife. Her eyes widened perceptibly.Domingo
leaned a little closer to Hidalgo and said very calmly, “El Pantera will never stop with the outlying
farms, Don Hidalgo, and you know it. His men are fierce and well-trained. They learned how to
storm a hacienda during the Revolution. You and your family can sail away to Europe if you wish,
but when you return your fancy furniture and your beautiful paintings will be gone, and your
grand hacienda will be a smoking pile of rubble.”Caleb caught a glimpse of outright fear in
Hidalgo’s wife’s face, and the involuntary opening of her mouth before she raised a black-lace
fan to hide it.There was fire in Hidalgo’s eyes, and his chair slid back roughly as he rose to his
full height, jerking stiffly at the hem of his tunic.“Your audience is at an end, Señor Bender. I will
not be intimidated in my own house. My servant will show you out.” With a hard glare at Domingo
he added, “And take your insolent peon with you!”———Driving back home, neither of them said
anything until they were clear of the hacienda village and Caleb quietly asked, “What do you
think he will do?”Domingo laughed out loud. “Did you see the look on his wife’s face when she
heard what would happen to her lovely hacienda? You are a married man, Señor Bender—you
tell me what he will do.”Caleb couldn’t suppress a grin, though the ethics of it bothered him a
little. “It was wrong to lie to him, Domingo. El Pantera doesn’t have a hundred men.”Domingo met
this with a shrug. “It was not exactly a lie. I only asked what he will do if El Pantera comes with a
hundred men. I did not say he would.”In the evening, just before sundown when the Benders
were gathered at the supper table, Caleb heard hoofbeats rounding the house and went to the
back door to see who it was.Diego Fuentes, Hidalgo’s right-hand man and overseer of his
estate, cantered up to the corral on his big black Friesian. As he climbed down from his silver-
studded saddle Caleb strolled out to see what he wanted.“I have something for you,” Fuentes
said, handing him an envelope bearing only the name Montoya on the front. “I am told it contains
a letter and a cheque. Don Hidalgo instructed me to give it to you, and that you would know what
to do with it. He said he would have attended to the matter himself but he is far too busy with the
affairs of his estate just now.”Caleb smiled, running a rough thumb over the fancy wax seal. “The



haciendado is a proud man. Tell Don Hidalgo it will be done, and tell him muchas gracias.”Caleb
hitched the surrey and left two hours before daylight the next morning, picking up Domingo in
San Rafael and making it to Arteaga in time to catch the afternoon train to Monterrey. They
arrived in the bureaucrat’s office bright and early the next morning. Once Caleb presented
Hidalgo’s cheque he found Montoya much more amenable than he had been on Caleb’s last
visit. There were no federales available at the moment, Montoya said, but he promised an entire
company within a fortnight.“I only hope they will not come too late,” Caleb said.They caught the
train back to Arteaga before nightfall, shaving a whole day off the trip—a good thing, since there
was planting to be done. Camping by a little stream outside Arteaga for the night, Domingo
seemed preoccupied. The young native had never been talkative, but for the last two days he’d
said virtually nothing. Sitting across the campfire from him that evening, Caleb found out
why.“Señor Bender, I need to talk to you about something very important,” Domingo said. The
night air was chilly, and he held his palms to the fire.Caleb chuckled. “More important than
bringing the federales to the valley to keep bandits from killing us all?”Domingo considered this
for a moment, but he did not smile at Caleb’s little joke. “A different kind of important,” he said. “I
am in love with your daughter.”Caleb was sitting on a log, elbows on knees. Now he straightened
very slowly and his head tilted, staring at his young friend.“Miriam?” It could only be Miriam.
Rachel was promised, Ada was simpleminded, and the other two were too young.“Sí. Miriam.
We are in love, and we are planning to be married.”Caleb blinked and his head recoiled as if he’d
been slapped. “You want to marry her? How did this come about?”Domingo looked up and there
was a note of sadness in his eyes. “How do such things ever happen? It was fate, Señor Bender
—too strong. Neither of us could resist it.”Caleb was stunned speechless for a moment as
scraps of memory flashed through his mind. He had seen the signs—the glances, the quiet
words exchanged when they thought no one was looking—but blinded by his love for his
daughter, and for Domingo, he’d told himself it was nothing, told himself they were only
friends.He saw the future, too. Amish girls had married outsiders before. The outcome was
always the same, inescapable. Miriam would be banned.“I’m sorry, Domingo, but I cannot give
my blessing to this union. I must refuse.”The young native shook his head and spoke gently. “You
misunderstand me, Señor Bender. This is not a petición de mano—I am not asking you for her
hand—but out of great respect for you I am simply telling you what is about to happen. Miriam
has told me what to expect, and I assure you I am grieved by it as deeply as you. But our course
is set, the decision made. I already know you cannot give us your blessing.”Caleb nodded
absently, staring into the fire. “I admire your honesty, at least.”Then a thought occurred to him, a
slim but fervent hope.“Domingo, have you considered becoming Amish? You would be
welcomed with open arms.”But Domingo shook his head. “It would only be a lie. I was raised to
be a warrior, Señor Bender. I cannot change, and I will not pretend to be something I am
not.”“But I have seen you make the sign of the cross. Have you become a Christian?”“Sí, your
God came to me at El Paso de los Pericos, and He has changed my life, but I am too much like
my Nahua father to ever be a pacifist. The Catholic Church does not require it of me, and



besides,” he added with a chuckle, “Father Noceda says I am not even a very good
Catholic.”Caleb’s rough hand rubbed the tired muscles of his neck as his eyes wandered, lost. “I
don’t think you understand how difficult this will be for Miriam. And for her mother.”“Perhaps not.
But it can only be as difficult as you make it. Miriam’s feelings for her family will not
change.”There was nothing more to be said. His mind reeling, Caleb got up and went for his
bedroll, though he already knew he would not be sleeping much this night. Most of all, he
dreaded breaking the news to his wife.Chapter 4It was the end of a school day. The children had
all gone home and Miriam was straightening up the buggy shed when her dat came home from
Monterrey. The whole family turned out to welcome him, but after he corralled the horse he came
to put the buggy away. Alone with Miriam in the buggy shed, he sat down on one of the school
benches and patted a spot beside him.“Domingo told me,” he said, and then took off his hat and
rubbed his bald head the way he did when he was very tired or very worried. There was a great
sadness in his eyes.“I’m sorry,” she whispered. “I know it’s terrible news to you, but, Dat, I love
Domingo more than anything.”“More than your family?”Coming from her father, the question
pierced her heart. She took a deep, shuddering breath and fought back tears.“Dat, I didn’t
choose this. Things just . . . happened. The time I spent alone with Domingo and Kyra in the
mountains was like heaven on earth, and I was overwhelmed. Domingo is the one. I believe Gott
himself put us together, and I want to spend the rest of my life with him. Everything else will just
have to work itself out. It makes me very sad to think of the grief it will cause my family. I only
hope you can all forgive me.”On the verge of tears, he whispered, “You’re still my daughter—at
least until the church says otherwise—but this is a hard thing, Miriam. A very hard thing. How
many of my children will this country take from me . . . ?”Miriam couldn’t hold it back. She wept
for a lost brother, and for a softhearted father whose pain she felt as keenly as her own.“I will not
try to stop you,” he said wearily, “but you already know what is coming, and you know I will not
defy the church. As for Domingo, I only wish I could have talked him into joining us, but—”“I
know. He’s a warrior. Dat, he was raised in a different world, but in his heart he’s as good as any
man I know.”He nodded grimly. Neither of them spoke for a minute as a sad resignation settled
over them both. Finally he asked, very quietly, “When will it happen?”It, he said, the way he
would ask a doctor how long before someone died. Staring at the dirt floor she thought for a
moment.“In a few weeks, at Iglesia El Prado. We’ll have to go talk to the priest first.”There was
another long silence before he said, “Perhaps it won’t be so bad, since there is no bishop
here.”She knew what he meant, and she appreciated it. He was saying perhaps the family could
bend the rules a bit after she was banned. There would be restrictions, yet beyond those the law
was somewhat flexible, especially in the absence of an official overseer.“Thank you for that, Dat.”
Then another thought occurred to her. “Will you let Domingo keep working for you?”He seemed
surprised, caught off guard by the question, but then he shrugged. “As long as the others don’t
complain. Domingo is a good hand. Besides, he has done nothing wrong, except to fall in love
with my daughter. I can’t hardly hold that against him.”© 2013 by Dale CramerPublished by
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17BARBARA, 15BARBARA, 15Chapter 1Caleb Bender spent the day riding a mule-drawn
planter, putting down row after row of seeds, and there was nothing in the world he loved quite
the same way. Like any Amish farmer Caleb was deeply attuned to the seasons and found a
unique joy in each of them, but springtime was his favorite. It was a time of awakening, a time
when he could feel the promise of Gott in the earth and a sense of divine purpose in the sinews
of his callused hands. A time of hope. Planting a field was a prayer, an act of purest
faith.Stopping at the end of a row Caleb took off his wide-brimmed hat, wiped his bald head with
a shirtsleeve and took a moment to survey his valley, a five-thousand-acre oval of prime pasture
high up in the Sierra Madres of northeast Mexico. The valley wasn’t entirely his, but he took a
kind of proprietary pride in it because he and his family had been the first to come here three
years ago, in the spring of 1922.It was the kind of spectacular day that only happened a few
times each spring, a sky so deep blue it was almost painful, a light breeze blowing, a little chilly
in the morning yet warming in the afternoon. The shadow of a hawk passed over him, cruising on
the wind, drawing Caleb’s gaze to the western mountains where he’d been standing when he
first set eyes on Paradise Valley. He felt it even now, the thrill of hope in that first vision. It really
did look like paradise, lush green bottomland bracketed by long, low ridges on the north and
south. Caleb and his family were pioneers of sorts—advance scouts for a new settlement. They
had dug themselves into the valley, shaping earth and straw into bricks and building houses with
their bare hands. Even their barns and buggy sheds were finished by the time the Hershbergers



and Shrocks came the following year.The main group arrived last summer, and a big industrious
colony of Amish all pitched in, making adobe, cutting timber, erecting houses and barns. More
families arrived, and now there were ten homes scattered along the base of the ridges on both
sides of the valley, new tin roofs gleaming in the afternoon sun, smoke trailing peacefully from
chimneys as wives and daughters cooked dinner. There were new barns and fences to corral the
livestock, and everywhere he looked Caleb saw bearded men in flat-brimmed hats and
suspenders working teams of sturdy horses, plowing and planting fields. In the coming weeks
the industry of ten Amish families would turn Paradise Valley into a quilt of bright green from one
end to the other.Across his lane, in the field down nearest the main road, his son Harvey and a
team of four huge Belgian draft horses pulled a wide harrow, the long row of steel disks shiny
from use, smoothing fresh-plowed earth. At nineteen, Harvey was his only son now. There had
once been two boys older than Harvey, twins, but Amos fell victim to the flu epidemic of 1918,
and Aaron died last August on the road back from Agua Nueva at the hands of the bandit El
Pantera. His death was a crippling blow to Caleb, and a pall hung over the entire family
still.Along the far edge of the same field where Harvey was plowing, Domingo Zapara rode
behind another corn planter just like the one Caleb was driving. A Mexican native, half mestizo
and half Nahua, Domingo was a striking figure, tall and proud. He wore his black hair long and
loose, hanging past his shoulders under a wide-brimmed Amish hat that once belonged to
Caleb. Even the hat had a heroic story behind it.More than just a trusted hired hand, Domingo
had become almost like a son to him. Reared by his father to be a Nahua warrior, Domingo
wouldn’t hesitate to put his own life in danger to protect Caleb’s family from bandits. Late last
summer, after the confrontation in which Aaron was killed, it was Domingo who, along with Jake
Weaver, tracked El Pantera north to his stronghold at Diablo Canyon and rescued Rachel,
Caleb’s nineteen-year-old daughter. It was a debt Caleb knew he could never repay.Domingo’s
planter stopped halfway down a row and he craned his neck. He appeared to be watching
something in the road behind Caleb, and when he climbed off the seat of the planter and started
trotting across the field toward the driveway Caleb looked over his shoulder to see what was
happening.A solitary rider approached from the west on a painted pony, cantering along in no
particular hurry and not looking like much of a threat. His sombrero hung behind his neck and
there was a bandolier of bullets bouncing against his chest. A bandit.As the rider slowed and
turned in, Caleb climbed off his planter and met Domingo at the lane. The two of them stood
shoulder to shoulder, watching, waiting.“I know this one,” Domingo said. “Alvarez. He rides with
El Pantera, but my father trusted him.”“I know him, too,” Caleb said. “He has been here
before.”The bandit stopped his horse in front of them and dismounted. He was a dark, leather-
faced man with a huge mustache and a thick head of coal black hair. The butts of two cross-
draw pistols peeked out the front of his jacket.“Hola, Domingo!” he said, thumping Domingo’s
chest like an old friend. “You have become a man since I saw you last! It has been a long time,
my young friend.”“Sí, Alvarez.” Domingo nodded. “The last time we met was before my father fell
at Zacatecas.” His hand drew the sign of the cross on his chest as he said this, and Caleb made



a mental note of it. It was the first time he had ever seen his young friend use any kind of
Christian gesture.“A good man,” the bandit said solemnly. He then looked at Caleb and added,
“Perhaps you do not remember, señor, but I have been here before.”“Sí, I thought you looked
familiar. You are welcome to water your horse, and if you’re hungry—”“Gracias, but no. I will let
the horse drink, and then I must be on my way.”As the three of them walked up toward the trough
by the windmill the bandit said, “It is no accident that I stopped here today. I bring news, and it
concerns both of you.”Domingo eyed him cautiously. “News of El Pantera?” It seemed to Caleb
that Domingo always knew what was coming.Alvarez nodded. “Two days ago I stopped for the
night in Diablo Canyon. The men in the bunkhouse were full of talk about a young whelp who
turned back El Pantera and five of his best men in the pass at El Ojo.” He grinned at Domingo,
and his fingers curled into a fist as he added, “It seems the blood of Ehekatl flows strong in his
son’s veins.”Domingo shrugged. “It was a narrow pass. A child could have held it.”“But a child
would not have broken half the bones in El Pantera’s body, would he?”“So El Pantera is still
alive?” Locked in a fight to the death, Domingo and the bandit leader had fallen together from a
cliff. The fall had nearly killed Domingo, but the fate of El Pantera remained a mystery. Until
now.“Sí, he lives,” the bandit said, “but he is not the same man. His left arm was so badly
shattered he has lost the use of the hand, and he has only recently begun to ride a horse again.
They say he is half crazy with rage, and he swears revenge.”“Against me?”Alvarez glanced at
Caleb. “Sí. And against your friends, too. There are already twenty men in his camp, and more
are coming. He wanted me to stay, but I told him I had to go to San Luis Potosi for my brother’s
wedding.” A casual shrug. “I don’t have a brother. I only came here to warn you.”Caleb couldn’t
resist asking. “Why?”The bandit’s eyes smiled, though his mouth was completely hidden behind
his mustache. “Because Domingo’s father was my friend, and because you treated me and my
men with respect, señor. You gave us bread, watered our horses and talked to us like men, so I
wanted to warn you of the storm that is brewing. If I were you I would flee. And say nothing of this
meeting. . . . If El Pantera learns I was here, he will kill my whole family.”“This is bad news indeed,”
Caleb said. “When do you think he will come?”“I’m not sure. It will be a little while before he is
strong enough to ride so far, but he will come. Three weeks, maybe four—that would be my
guess.”“Well, there’s not much left for him to steal. With all the newcomers, our winter stores are
almost gone.”The bandit shook his head grimly. “You misunderstand me, Señor Bender. El
Pantera is not coming here to steal. He is coming to burn and to kill.”Before sundown Miriam
went to the barn to do her chores. With her dark complexion and raven hair, Caleb’s daughter
could have passed for a Mexican if it weren’t for the Amish dress and prayer kapp. As she
dipped a bucket into the feed bin she saw the shadow of someone behind her and spun around,
surprised.Domingo drew her against him and kissed her. Miriam let herself melt into him and
kissed him back.Holding her in his strong arms, he brushed aside a wisp of hair that had
escaped her starched white prayer kapp and gazed into her eyes.“Your mother is doing much
better these days,” he said softly.To anyone else it might have seemed an odd thing to say under
the circumstances, but Miriam knew what he meant. Mamm had been thrown into a state of



mental confusion and despair by Aaron’s murder last summer, along with the kidnapping of
Rachel and a diphtheria outbreak that claimed the lives of four children in the Paradise Valley
colony. And then Miriam disappeared for ten days while she and Kyra tended Domingo’s wounds
at the abandoned silver mine in Parrot Pass. It was there, alone in a veritable Eden, that
Domingo asked Miriam to be his wife. After long deliberation she accepted, on two conditions:
he would have to wait, and their betrothal would have to remain secret, for it would have broken
her mother. For the last six months Mamm’s fragile mental state was the only thing preventing
them from being married.“Jah, it has been more than half a year,” Miriam answered, meeting his
eyes. “Christmas was hard for her with Aaron gone, but since then she has grown stronger, more
like her old self. Just this morning she was helping me gather eggs when she slipped and fell.
Now, you know what the floor of the chicken coop is like. She soiled her dress, her hands, her
kapp, but, Domingo, she was laughing. While I was helping her up she laughed like a schoolgirl.
It did my heart good.” Laying her head against his chest, hearing his strong heartbeat, she said
softly, “Perhaps it is time for us to be married.”He nodded. “I must talk to your father first. I have
too much respect for Señor Bender to do this behind his back. Everything will change for you
now, Cualnezqui. Are you sure you want to go ahead?”Tightening her arms about his waist, she
said, “I’ve never been more sure of anything in my life. I am yours, Domingo. I am forever
yours.”There was a faint crunching of straw behind Domingo and the shadows deepened. Miriam
stepped back hastily and looked around him.Her sister Rachel stood in the big barn door, the
westering sun slanting through, backlighting the red hair along her neck, at the base of her kapp.
Rachel’s hands covered her mouth and tears welled in her eyes.“How long have you been
standing there?” Miriam asked.“Long enough.” Rachel’s eyes flitted back and forth between
them. “Miriam . . . you and Domingo are going to marry?”Miriam nodded slowly, moving toward
her younger sister, reaching to her.But Rachel stepped back, keeping her distance.“How could
you not tell me this, Miriam? How could you keep a secret like this? From me!”Miriam shrugged
an apology, shaking her head. “Rachel, among the Amish, wedding plans are always secret.”“But
this is not an Amish wedding!” Rachel cried, glancing at Domingo. “If you marry an outsider it will
break our mother’s heart! You will be banned, an outcast in your own family. I know how you feel
about Domingo, but Miriam, have you considered the consequences?”“Of course I have—
carefully, and with great sorrow,” Miriam answered softly. “I know what lies before me if I take this
path, but I am twenty-two years old and I know my own heart, my own mind.” She put a palm
against Domingo’s chest and smiled confidently into his eyes. “Gott has brought us together, and
though I know our path will be filled with trials, it is our path, and together we can face
anything.”Rachel was silent for a second. The words that spilled out of her next came quietly but
with an unmistakable undercurrent of threat.“What would Dat say if he knew?”Miriam was
stunned into silence. Before she could find her tongue, Domingo said, “Your father will not know
until I choose to tell him.” He didn’t return Miriam’s puzzled glance. His black eyes were locked
on Rachel. “Everyone has secrets. Now that you know ours, I think you would do well to keep
it.”Rachel stared at him a moment longer, then nodded meekly as her eyes dropped away from



him. Without another word, she turned and walked softly out of the barn.Baffled, Miriam asked,
“What was that about?”Domingo shook his head, still staring after Rachel. “You will have to ask
your sister. I cannot say.”She knew that tone of voice. There was a point of honor here,
somewhere. “Cannot? Or will not?”He shrugged. “For me, one is the same as the other.”———
Domingo saddled his horse and went home for the day, and a few minutes later Rachel came
back into the barn. No matter what else happened, the cows still had to be milked.Sitting on a
three-legged stool Miriam glanced around at her younger sister, wondering what was going
through Rachel’s mind. She refused to speak, wouldn’t even look at Miriam, and yet her eyes
betrayed more sorrow than anger. It was puzzling. They were completely alone; why didn’t
Rachel just speak her mind? They had always been so close, slept in the same bed together all
their lives and shared secrets. Now it seemed an impenetrable barrier stood between them, and
it broke Miriam’s heart.“Rachel.”No answer. Not even a look.“Rachel, I’m sorry.”Still no answer,
just the steady rip rip rip of milk in the pail.“Rachel, I’m so sorry about keeping this a secret from
you. It was just . . . this was a decision I had to make alone, out of my own heart and no one
else’s. I found a pearl of great price, and I had to decide whether to sacrifice everything for it. The
burden was mine alone. There was nothing you could do, and I didn’t want to be swayed. Can
you understand that?”Rachel was silent for a long time, but then she took a deep breath and
said, “Jah. I know what it is to carry a burden you can’t share.”She still wouldn’t look at Miriam,
but the lines of pain and sorrow etched themselves even deeper in her face and the anger left
her entirely. Could it be that something else was bothering her? Was it possible Rachel bore a
secret of her own—something as earth-shattering as Miriam’s secret? Domingo’s words came
back to her now.“You will have to ask your sister.”“Rachel, if you have something you want to tell
me, you know it is safe with me. You can tell me anything. It couldn’t possibly be any worse than
—”“Oh, it can be worse,” Rachel said. “A lot worse. You have no idea.”Miriam’s hands stopped
milking and she looked around at Rachel. The cow shuffled its feet and let out a soft moo. Worse
than marrying an outsider? Only one thing sprang to her mind.“Rachel, you and Jake aren’t . . . in
trouble, are you?” Jake was the one, the love of Rachel’s life.“No,” Rachel said, instantly and
firmly. “I’m not, anyway.”“So . . . Jake has done something?”Rachel was silent for so long Miriam
wasn’t sure she’d heard the question, but at last she spoke, very quietly.“He killed a man.”Miriam
recoiled, nearly falling backward from her stool.“He did what?”Rachel came and knelt beside
her, gripping her arm with both hands, her eyes full of tears. Words spilled out of her, mingled
with a great long sob.“Remember I told you about the bandit who came to me in the middle of
the night when I was chained in El Pantera’s barn, and Jake pulled him off of me before he could
do anything?”Miriam’s head backed away, her eyes wide. “Jah?”“Jake strangled him with his
handcuff chain. The bandit was dead, Miriam.”Miriam’s hand covered her mouth, shaking. “Oh,
my stars! Poor Jake! What must he be going through?”But Rachel shook her head and pulled
away, dabbing at her eyes with a handkerchief.“He doesn’t know. We lied to him, Domingo and
me. We both knew the guard was dead, but we told Jake he lived. Jake doesn’t know.”“Rachel,
you must tell him. His soul is in danger.”Rachel’s face contorted as she looked up at Miriam and



cried, “I can’t! They’ll send him to Ohio to face the bishop, and then his father will never let him
come back. I’ll never see him again!”Rachel’s future husband, or his soul. An unthinkable choice,
perhaps even more difficult than the one Miriam had made. There was nothing she could say.
She could understand why Rachel might keep such a burden to herself. It was her choice to
make, alone.Just like her own.As the sun kissed the western hills Miriam wrapped her arms
around Rachel’s shoulders. In the dim twilight of an adobe barn in the mountains of Mexico two
sisters huddled together against the world, and wept.Chapter 1Caleb Bender spent the day
riding a mule-drawn planter, putting down row after row of seeds, and there was nothing in the
world he loved quite the same way. Like any Amish farmer Caleb was deeply attuned to the
seasons and found a unique joy in each of them, but springtime was his favorite. It was a time of
awakening, a time when he could feel the promise of Gott in the earth and a sense of divine
purpose in the sinews of his callused hands. A time of hope. Planting a field was a prayer, an act
of purest faith.Stopping at the end of a row Caleb took off his wide-brimmed hat, wiped his bald
head with a shirtsleeve and took a moment to survey his valley, a five-thousand-acre oval of
prime pasture high up in the Sierra Madres of northeast Mexico. The valley wasn’t entirely his,
but he took a kind of proprietary pride in it because he and his family had been the first to come
here three years ago, in the spring of 1922.It was the kind of spectacular day that only happened
a few times each spring, a sky so deep blue it was almost painful, a light breeze blowing, a little
chilly in the morning yet warming in the afternoon. The shadow of a hawk passed over him,
cruising on the wind, drawing Caleb’s gaze to the western mountains where he’d been standing
when he first set eyes on Paradise Valley. He felt it even now, the thrill of hope in that first vision.
It really did look like paradise, lush green bottomland bracketed by long, low ridges on the north
and south. Caleb and his family were pioneers of sorts—advance scouts for a new settlement.
They had dug themselves into the valley, shaping earth and straw into bricks and building
houses with their bare hands. Even their barns and buggy sheds were finished by the time the
Hershbergers and Shrocks came the following year.The main group arrived last summer, and a
big industrious colony of Amish all pitched in, making adobe, cutting timber, erecting houses and
barns. More families arrived, and now there were ten homes scattered along the base of the
ridges on both sides of the valley, new tin roofs gleaming in the afternoon sun, smoke trailing
peacefully from chimneys as wives and daughters cooked dinner. There were new barns and
fences to corral the livestock, and everywhere he looked Caleb saw bearded men in flat-
brimmed hats and suspenders working teams of sturdy horses, plowing and planting fields. In
the coming weeks the industry of ten Amish families would turn Paradise Valley into a quilt of
bright green from one end to the other.Across his lane, in the field down nearest the main road,
his son Harvey and a team of four huge Belgian draft horses pulled a wide harrow, the long row
of steel disks shiny from use, smoothing fresh-plowed earth. At nineteen, Harvey was his only
son now. There had once been two boys older than Harvey, twins, but Amos fell victim to the flu
epidemic of 1918, and Aaron died last August on the road back from Agua Nueva at the hands
of the bandit El Pantera. His death was a crippling blow to Caleb, and a pall hung over the entire



family still.Along the far edge of the same field where Harvey was plowing, Domingo Zapara
rode behind another corn planter just like the one Caleb was driving. A Mexican native, half
mestizo and half Nahua, Domingo was a striking figure, tall and proud. He wore his black hair
long and loose, hanging past his shoulders under a wide-brimmed Amish hat that once
belonged to Caleb. Even the hat had a heroic story behind it.More than just a trusted hired hand,
Domingo had become almost like a son to him. Reared by his father to be a Nahua warrior,
Domingo wouldn’t hesitate to put his own life in danger to protect Caleb’s family from bandits.
Late last summer, after the confrontation in which Aaron was killed, it was Domingo who, along
with Jake Weaver, tracked El Pantera north to his stronghold at Diablo Canyon and rescued
Rachel, Caleb’s nineteen-year-old daughter. It was a debt Caleb knew he could never
repay.Domingo’s planter stopped halfway down a row and he craned his neck. He appeared to
be watching something in the road behind Caleb, and when he climbed off the seat of the
planter and started trotting across the field toward the driveway Caleb looked over his shoulder
to see what was happening.A solitary rider approached from the west on a painted pony,
cantering along in no particular hurry and not looking like much of a threat. His sombrero hung
behind his neck and there was a bandolier of bullets bouncing against his chest. A bandit.As the
rider slowed and turned in, Caleb climbed off his planter and met Domingo at the lane. The two
of them stood shoulder to shoulder, watching, waiting.“I know this one,” Domingo said. “Alvarez.
He rides with El Pantera, but my father trusted him.”“I know him, too,” Caleb said. “He has been
here before.”The bandit stopped his horse in front of them and dismounted. He was a dark,
leather-faced man with a huge mustache and a thick head of coal black hair. The butts of two
cross-draw pistols peeked out the front of his jacket.“Hola, Domingo!” he said, thumping
Domingo’s chest like an old friend. “You have become a man since I saw you last! It has been a
long time, my young friend.”“Sí, Alvarez.” Domingo nodded. “The last time we met was before my
father fell at Zacatecas.” His hand drew the sign of the cross on his chest as he said this, and
Caleb made a mental note of it. It was the first time he had ever seen his young friend use any
kind of Christian gesture.“A good man,” the bandit said solemnly. He then looked at Caleb and
added, “Perhaps you do not remember, señor, but I have been here before.”“Sí, I thought you
looked familiar. You are welcome to water your horse, and if you’re hungry—”“Gracias, but no. I
will let the horse drink, and then I must be on my way.”As the three of them walked up toward the
trough by the windmill the bandit said, “It is no accident that I stopped here today. I bring news,
and it concerns both of you.”Domingo eyed him cautiously. “News of El Pantera?” It seemed to
Caleb that Domingo always knew what was coming.Alvarez nodded. “Two days ago I stopped for
the night in Diablo Canyon. The men in the bunkhouse were full of talk about a young whelp who
turned back El Pantera and five of his best men in the pass at El Ojo.” He grinned at Domingo,
and his fingers curled into a fist as he added, “It seems the blood of Ehekatl flows strong in his
son’s veins.”Domingo shrugged. “It was a narrow pass. A child could have held it.”“But a child
would not have broken half the bones in El Pantera’s body, would he?”“So El Pantera is still
alive?” Locked in a fight to the death, Domingo and the bandit leader had fallen together from a



cliff. The fall had nearly killed Domingo, but the fate of El Pantera remained a mystery. Until
now.“Sí, he lives,” the bandit said, “but he is not the same man. His left arm was so badly
shattered he has lost the use of the hand, and he has only recently begun to ride a horse again.
They say he is half crazy with rage, and he swears revenge.”“Against me?”Alvarez glanced at
Caleb. “Sí. And against your friends, too. There are already twenty men in his camp, and more
are coming. He wanted me to stay, but I told him I had to go to San Luis Potosi for my brother’s
wedding.” A casual shrug. “I don’t have a brother. I only came here to warn you.”Caleb couldn’t
resist asking. “Why?”The bandit’s eyes smiled, though his mouth was completely hidden behind
his mustache. “Because Domingo’s father was my friend, and because you treated me and my
men with respect, señor. You gave us bread, watered our horses and talked to us like men, so I
wanted to warn you of the storm that is brewing. If I were you I would flee. And say nothing of this
meeting. . . . If El Pantera learns I was here, he will kill my whole family.”“This is bad news indeed,”
Caleb said. “When do you think he will come?”“I’m not sure. It will be a little while before he is
strong enough to ride so far, but he will come. Three weeks, maybe four—that would be my
guess.”“Well, there’s not much left for him to steal. With all the newcomers, our winter stores are
almost gone.”The bandit shook his head grimly. “You misunderstand me, Señor Bender. El
Pantera is not coming here to steal. He is coming to burn and to kill.”Before sundown Miriam
went to the barn to do her chores. With her dark complexion and raven hair, Caleb’s daughter
could have passed for a Mexican if it weren’t for the Amish dress and prayer kapp. As she
dipped a bucket into the feed bin she saw the shadow of someone behind her and spun around,
surprised.Domingo drew her against him and kissed her. Miriam let herself melt into him and
kissed him back.Holding her in his strong arms, he brushed aside a wisp of hair that had
escaped her starched white prayer kapp and gazed into her eyes.“Your mother is doing much
better these days,” he said softly.To anyone else it might have seemed an odd thing to say under
the circumstances, but Miriam knew what he meant. Mamm had been thrown into a state of
mental confusion and despair by Aaron’s murder last summer, along with the kidnapping of
Rachel and a diphtheria outbreak that claimed the lives of four children in the Paradise Valley
colony. And then Miriam disappeared for ten days while she and Kyra tended Domingo’s wounds
at the abandoned silver mine in Parrot Pass. It was there, alone in a veritable Eden, that
Domingo asked Miriam to be his wife. After long deliberation she accepted, on two conditions:
he would have to wait, and their betrothal would have to remain secret, for it would have broken
her mother. For the last six months Mamm’s fragile mental state was the only thing preventing
them from being married.“Jah, it has been more than half a year,” Miriam answered, meeting his
eyes. “Christmas was hard for her with Aaron gone, but since then she has grown stronger, more
like her old self. Just this morning she was helping me gather eggs when she slipped and fell.
Now, you know what the floor of the chicken coop is like. She soiled her dress, her hands, her
kapp, but, Domingo, she was laughing. While I was helping her up she laughed like a schoolgirl.
It did my heart good.” Laying her head against his chest, hearing his strong heartbeat, she said
softly, “Perhaps it is time for us to be married.”He nodded. “I must talk to your father first. I have



too much respect for Señor Bender to do this behind his back. Everything will change for you
now, Cualnezqui. Are you sure you want to go ahead?”Tightening her arms about his waist, she
said, “I’ve never been more sure of anything in my life. I am yours, Domingo. I am forever
yours.”There was a faint crunching of straw behind Domingo and the shadows deepened. Miriam
stepped back hastily and looked around him.Her sister Rachel stood in the big barn door, the
westering sun slanting through, backlighting the red hair along her neck, at the base of her kapp.
Rachel’s hands covered her mouth and tears welled in her eyes.“How long have you been
standing there?” Miriam asked.“Long enough.” Rachel’s eyes flitted back and forth between
them. “Miriam . . . you and Domingo are going to marry?”Miriam nodded slowly, moving toward
her younger sister, reaching to her.But Rachel stepped back, keeping her distance.“How could
you not tell me this, Miriam? How could you keep a secret like this? From me!”Miriam shrugged
an apology, shaking her head. “Rachel, among the Amish, wedding plans are always secret.”“But
this is not an Amish wedding!” Rachel cried, glancing at Domingo. “If you marry an outsider it will
break our mother’s heart! You will be banned, an outcast in your own family. I know how you feel
about Domingo, but Miriam, have you considered the consequences?”“Of course I have—
carefully, and with great sorrow,” Miriam answered softly. “I know what lies before me if I take this
path, but I am twenty-two years old and I know my own heart, my own mind.” She put a palm
against Domingo’s chest and smiled confidently into his eyes. “Gott has brought us together, and
though I know our path will be filled with trials, it is our path, and together we can face
anything.”Rachel was silent for a second. The words that spilled out of her next came quietly but
with an unmistakable undercurrent of threat.“What would Dat say if he knew?”Miriam was
stunned into silence. Before she could find her tongue, Domingo said, “Your father will not know
until I choose to tell him.” He didn’t return Miriam’s puzzled glance. His black eyes were locked
on Rachel. “Everyone has secrets. Now that you know ours, I think you would do well to keep
it.”Rachel stared at him a moment longer, then nodded meekly as her eyes dropped away from
him. Without another word, she turned and walked softly out of the barn.Baffled, Miriam asked,
“What was that about?”Domingo shook his head, still staring after Rachel. “You will have to ask
your sister. I cannot say.”She knew that tone of voice. There was a point of honor here,
somewhere. “Cannot? Or will not?”He shrugged. “For me, one is the same as the other.”———
Domingo saddled his horse and went home for the day, and a few minutes later Rachel came
back into the barn. No matter what else happened, the cows still had to be milked.Sitting on a
three-legged stool Miriam glanced around at her younger sister, wondering what was going
through Rachel’s mind. She refused to speak, wouldn’t even look at Miriam, and yet her eyes
betrayed more sorrow than anger. It was puzzling. They were completely alone; why didn’t
Rachel just speak her mind? They had always been so close, slept in the same bed together all
their lives and shared secrets. Now it seemed an impenetrable barrier stood between them, and
it broke Miriam’s heart.“Rachel.”No answer. Not even a look.“Rachel, I’m sorry.”Still no answer,
just the steady rip rip rip of milk in the pail.“Rachel, I’m so sorry about keeping this a secret from
you. It was just . . . this was a decision I had to make alone, out of my own heart and no one



else’s. I found a pearl of great price, and I had to decide whether to sacrifice everything for it. The
burden was mine alone. There was nothing you could do, and I didn’t want to be swayed. Can
you understand that?”Rachel was silent for a long time, but then she took a deep breath and
said, “Jah. I know what it is to carry a burden you can’t share.”She still wouldn’t look at Miriam,
but the lines of pain and sorrow etched themselves even deeper in her face and the anger left
her entirely. Could it be that something else was bothering her? Was it possible Rachel bore a
secret of her own—something as earth-shattering as Miriam’s secret? Domingo’s words came
back to her now.“You will have to ask your sister.”“Rachel, if you have something you want to tell
me, you know it is safe with me. You can tell me anything. It couldn’t possibly be any worse than
—”“Oh, it can be worse,” Rachel said. “A lot worse. You have no idea.”Miriam’s hands stopped
milking and she looked around at Rachel. The cow shuffled its feet and let out a soft moo. Worse
than marrying an outsider? Only one thing sprang to her mind.“Rachel, you and Jake aren’t . . . in
trouble, are you?” Jake was the one, the love of Rachel’s life.“No,” Rachel said, instantly and
firmly. “I’m not, anyway.”“So . . . Jake has done something?”Rachel was silent for so long Miriam
wasn’t sure she’d heard the question, but at last she spoke, very quietly.“He killed a man.”Miriam
recoiled, nearly falling backward from her stool.“He did what?”Rachel came and knelt beside
her, gripping her arm with both hands, her eyes full of tears. Words spilled out of her, mingled
with a great long sob.“Remember I told you about the bandit who came to me in the middle of
the night when I was chained in El Pantera’s barn, and Jake pulled him off of me before he could
do anything?”Miriam’s head backed away, her eyes wide. “Jah?”“Jake strangled him with his
handcuff chain. The bandit was dead, Miriam.”Miriam’s hand covered her mouth, shaking. “Oh,
my stars! Poor Jake! What must he be going through?”But Rachel shook her head and pulled
away, dabbing at her eyes with a handkerchief.“He doesn’t know. We lied to him, Domingo and
me. We both knew the guard was dead, but we told Jake he lived. Jake doesn’t know.”“Rachel,
you must tell him. His soul is in danger.”Rachel’s face contorted as she looked up at Miriam and
cried, “I can’t! They’ll send him to Ohio to face the bishop, and then his father will never let him
come back. I’ll never see him again!”Rachel’s future husband, or his soul. An unthinkable choice,
perhaps even more difficult than the one Miriam had made. There was nothing she could say.
She could understand why Rachel might keep such a burden to herself. It was her choice to
make, alone.Just like her own.As the sun kissed the western hills Miriam wrapped her arms
around Rachel’s shoulders. In the dim twilight of an adobe barn in the mountains of Mexico two
sisters huddled together against the world, and wept.Chapter 2Sitting among a hundred Amish
on the second level of her father’s barn for church services that Sunday, Miriam felt the kinship of
her people more acutely than ever, for she felt the nearness of its loss. Despite a cool morning
breeze they flung the doors wide to let in the sunlight while they sang songs from the Ausbund,
the ancient traditional hymns that welded them together. Caleb gave a short devotional and then
read a prayer of thanks from the prayer book. Miriam knew why he chose that particular prayer.
Despite grievous losses, her father was indeed grateful for good weather, good neighbors, and
for the calm that had reigned over the last six months. There had been no more outbreaks of



diphtheria, and the bandits had stayed away. But before he closed the prayer he added his own
plea for Gott to send a bishop to Paradise Valley.This, too, Miriam understood. Everyone knew
that without leadership their blossoming community would wither and die. She had already
witnessed little differences of opinion over length of hair and width of hat brim, not to mention
that the Yutzys, who came from a more liberal district in Geauga County, wore buttons on their
clothes. A bishop would work with the men to resolve such differences and restore unity—to a
point. Experience had taught her that perfect unity among so many human beings, each with his
own needs and wants and fears and opinions, was elusive.She bowed her head and uttered a
prayer of her own for peace and patience. Soon now she would marry Domingo, and the ban
would follow as surely as night follows day. She could already envision the hurt in her mother’s
eyes, feel the pain of separation from her sisters. From that day forward she would never be
allowed to eat at her family’s table, nor would any of them accept a gift from her hand. The ban
was no illusion. It was a concrete reality she would have to endure for the rest of her life.After her
father’s long prayer everyone stood while John Hershberger read a chapter from the Heilige
Schrift, and then sat through a brief message delivered by Roman Miller. Roman was no
preacher, but in the absence of a minister the men often shared the duty and did the best they
could. This was followed by the testimonies of men who had brought their families to Mexico to
be free.Through it all, Miriam stole glances at the men sitting across from her. Micah Shrock, the
strapping son of Ira and Esther, sat on the back row with the other boys, behind the married
men, and when she glanced at him he didn’t look back. Micah avoided eye contact with her
these days, and never spoke to her at all if he could help it. They’d been engaged to be married,
until Miriam put on the clothes of a Mexican peasant and went with Kyra into the mountains to
look for Domingo. Micah had put his foot down, given her an ultimatum.She went anyway. Micah
wasn’t the only one who wouldn’t forgive her for that.Next to Micah sat Jake Weaver, the love of
Rachel’s life, always smiling, good-natured and affable, completely unaware that he was a
murderer in danger of hell’s fires. Directly in front of Jake was the self-righteous Levi Mullet,
Miriam’s brother-in-law. He and Emma had rushed into a marriage just before leaving for Mexico
to hide the fact that their first child was already on the way. They’d gotten away with it, or so they
thought, but there was always a hint of fear in his eyes, for he had been raised to believe that no
sin would ever go unpunished in this world. He lived in constant fear of Gott’s reprisal.Atlee
Hostetler, the wiry little newcomer, sat ramrod straight on the backless bench trying to stay
awake, bleary-eyed from staying up too late drinking hard cider. He’d come to Mexico to escape
the whispers about his binges, but the rumors had followed him.Miriam didn’t know them all,
though she suspected that every single person present harbored secret desires and secret fears
they held closer than kin—secrets that would always keep them at arms’ length from each
other.The service ended as it began, with a song. The richly timbered chorus of voices melding
in her father’s barn moved Miriam more than anything that went before it, for in the comfort of
that moment she discovered a small but profound truth: her people were never more purely and
perfectly united than when they sang together, as one.Paradise Valley enjoyed mild



temperatures year-round, and a fair amount of rain during the growing season. Surrounded by
ridges and mountains on three sides, they were sheltered from all but the worst of storms and
wind. But Caleb Bender knew, perhaps better than anyone, that the worst storms didn’t come
from the western skies.They came on horseback.After lunch Caleb strolled down his lane to join
a group of men who were already there, waiting. He had spread the word earlier that he wanted
to talk to the men in private, away from the women and children, about a matter of great concern.
Only the married men were there, the heads of households. The women and unmarried boys
had no say.Atlee Hostetler had a coal black beard that came to a point, and he stroked it as he
looked up and down Caleb’s driveway at the row of saplings just starting to bud.“You planted a
lot of trees here, Caleb.”It was Levi who answered him. “Jah, my Emma did that. She loves trees.
Planted them all over. There’s even maples up on that ridge. Don’t know as they’ll thrive in this
climate, though.”Caleb chuckled. “They’ll thrive if they know what’s good for them. That daughter
of mine won’t have a shirker. If all her trees live, in twenty years they’ll change the face of this
valley, that’s for sure. Won’t be the same place.” Then his smile disappeared as he kicked at the
dirt, dreading what he had to say next. “I’m not real sure we’ll be here in twenty years yet. That’s
why I wanted to talk to you men—” he glanced over his shoulder toward the house, where a
clutch of younger girls were tending the babies while the women cleaned up from lunch—“out
here where the women can’t hear. We got a decision to make. You all remember what happened
last summer.”Mahlon Yutzy’s face darkened. “The diphtheria?” Mahlon’s twelve-year-old son,
William, had died of the disease. Three of the five new families had lost a child in the epidemic
within weeks of their arrival.“Well, that too,” Caleb said, “but I’m thinking the threat of disease is
behind us. Mainly I was talking about the bandits—the ones who took Rachel . . . and killed
Aaron.”Even now it was hard to make himself say the words. The wound was still too fresh. Caleb
chewed on his lip for a moment, staring at the horizon, composing himself, and the other men
exchanged worried glances.He felt a hand on his shoulder, and his old friend John Hershberger
said softly, “What about the bandits, Caleb? Is there news?”Before he could answer Caleb heard
hoofbeats in the drive behind him. Domingo trotted up to the group and swung down from the
saddle with a wince. After six months he still limped a little from the broken leg he suffered at El
Ojo. He led his horse up to the group.“Guten tag,” the young native said, reaching out to shake
hands. One by one they shook his hand and switched from Dutch to High German.“I still can’t
get used to hearing German from a Mexican!” Atlee Hostetler said, the dialect causing him to
struggle a bit himself. It was different from Pennsylvania Dutch, but they all understood it
because it was the language of their Bible.Domingo shrugged, smiled. “My German was a gift
from a former employer,” he said. “It’s not perfect, but I figured it was better than your
Spanish.”Their hats all tilted down, hiding their faces as they laughed quietly at themselves. “You
figured right,” Yutzy chuckled, then pointed at Domingo’s Amish hat. “If not for the poncho I
would have took you for Dutch—riding a standard-bred horse and wearing an Amish
hat.”Domingo nodded toward Caleb. “The horse and the hat were both gifts from my current
employer.”“There is news,” Caleb said, answering John’s question and steering the conversation



back toward his original purpose. “That’s why I asked Domingo to come. He knows some of the
bandits, and sometimes his friends tell him things.”The whole group ambled slowly down the
driveway toward the middle of the valley while Domingo told them what he and Caleb already
knew: El Pantera was still alive, and looking for revenge.“He will come soon,” Domingo said. “And
he will bring an army. Thirty, maybe forty men, with guns. This time he will come for blood.”“It’s
just not right,” Levi said. “We have done nothing to this man.”“We have done plenty,” Domingo
answered. “El Pantera is a proud man. Jake Weaver embarrassed him in front of his men, then
we escaped from his barn and took Rachel with us. In the bandit’s mind Rachel was his property
—he had stolen her fair and square. Worst of all, El Pantera was badly injured in the fight at El
Ojo, and that was after I shot his prize Appaloosa and two of his men. Mark my words, he will
come for his revenge.”Mahlon Yutzy shook his head. “There is nothing we can do against an
army. They will slaughter us like chickens.”“That’s why we needed to talk,” Caleb said. “Our lives
might be in danger, and the lives of our wives and children. Maybe the Coblentzes did the right
thing, going home.” He didn’t want to be the one to suggest it, but he would not withhold the
truth.They all knew the story. Freeman and Hannah Coblentz had packed up and gone back to
Ohio, leaving behind a half-built house after their little girl died of diphtheria. Cora, their eldest
daughter, was being courted by Aaron and was devastated by his loss. All of it together was
more than Hannah could bear.“There are still things you can do to protect yourselves,” Domingo
said. “Don Louis Alejandro Hidalgo, the owner of Hacienda El Prado, keeps a cadre of armed
guards at the hacienda, three miles from here. He has said that if you can get your families
behind his walls you will be protected. Anyway, there is time to prepare. My friend said it might be
a month before El Pantera is well enough to ride this far, let alone fight.”“But what if we’re in the
fields working when they come?” Levi said. “They would be on us before we could get our
families out.”“If you post sentries in the high places they can see the bandits coming ten miles
away,” Domingo said. “That would buy you a little time.”“Jah, and then what? He could still burn
our houses and barns, and what will stop him from coming again and again? Will we live our
whole lives at the mercy of this animal? The Coblentzes were smart, if you ask me. Maybe we
should all go back—to a more civilized country.”Caleb nodded gravely. “We are faced with a hard
choice. We must decide whether to go or stay. If we stay, we must find a way to keep our families
safe.”“But we can’t leave now!” Noah Byler said. “We sold everything we have to come to this
place, and my son is buried in this earth. Caleb, all we want to do is live in peace. Is there no law
in this country? Does no one protect the innocent?”Caleb looked him in the eye. “Only Gott,” he
said quietly.They walked a ways in silence, each of them weighing the question in his own mind,
but in the end Caleb knew they would all look to him for an answer. He was the oldest and had
been here the longest. He was also the only one whose child had died at the hands of the
bandits.It was John Hershberger who finally asked, “What do you think, Caleb? Should we give
up and go back to Ohio?”Caleb shook his head slowly. “I won’t tell another man what he should
do, but as for me, I don’t want to leave. From the beginning I felt Gott led us here, and that has
not changed. Whatever befalls me—and I have already paid a great price—I still think it is Gott’s



will that I should stay. And if Gott wants us here, then Gott will deliver us. Somehow.”Ira Shrock’s
face, always red, grew redder as Caleb spoke, until at last he could not keep silent.“We need to
find a way to get troops to come,” he said. “These bandits should pay for their crimes. It’s not
right to let them feast on the innocent. They should pay!”Caleb cleared his throat. “We already
tried to get them to send troops, Ira. I practically begged the government official in Monterrey, but
he wanted money—a lot of money. More money than we have.”“Hidalgo is rich,” Domingo said.
“Perhaps you can persuade him to pay for the troops.”They talked at great length, walking the
fields of Paradise Valley, but in the end they could see no other choice. They would not take up
arms against the bandits themselves, and none of them had the money to bribe the official to
send troops to the valley. Most of them had spent their last dime to buy the land. Domingo was
right. Their only option was to appeal to Don Hidalgo. After all, he was the one who sold them the
land in the first place.One by one they grudgingly assented, nodding and mumbling among
themselves until John Hershberger summed it up for them. “We don’t have much choice. If we
leave now we lose everything we have. There is no one to buy our farms.”“Then it is decided,”
Caleb said. “Tomorrow morning I will go talk to Hidalgo and ask him if he will pay the bribe. In the
meantime we will trust Gott.” With a glance back toward his home he added, “I’ll thank you men
not to talk about this to the women. My Martha doesn’t need something else to worry about just
now.”Domingo raised an eyebrow. “Will you at least put sentries on the heights?”“Jah,” Caleb
answered, with a wry smile. “We will trust Gott, and post lookouts.”Chapter 2Sitting among a
hundred Amish on the second level of her father’s barn for church services that Sunday, Miriam
felt the kinship of her people more acutely than ever, for she felt the nearness of its loss. Despite
a cool morning breeze they flung the doors wide to let in the sunlight while they sang songs from
the Ausbund, the ancient traditional hymns that welded them together. Caleb gave a short
devotional and then read a prayer of thanks from the prayer book. Miriam knew why he chose
that particular prayer. Despite grievous losses, her father was indeed grateful for good weather,
good neighbors, and for the calm that had reigned over the last six months. There had been no
more outbreaks of diphtheria, and the bandits had stayed away. But before he closed the prayer
he added his own plea for Gott to send a bishop to Paradise Valley.This, too, Miriam understood.
Everyone knew that without leadership their blossoming community would wither and die. She
had already witnessed little differences of opinion over length of hair and width of hat brim, not to
mention that the Yutzys, who came from a more liberal district in Geauga County, wore buttons
on their clothes. A bishop would work with the men to resolve such differences and restore unity
—to a point. Experience had taught her that perfect unity among so many human beings, each
with his own needs and wants and fears and opinions, was elusive.She bowed her head and
uttered a prayer of her own for peace and patience. Soon now she would marry Domingo, and
the ban would follow as surely as night follows day. She could already envision the hurt in her
mother’s eyes, feel the pain of separation from her sisters. From that day forward she would
never be allowed to eat at her family’s table, nor would any of them accept a gift from her hand.
The ban was no illusion. It was a concrete reality she would have to endure for the rest of her



life.After her father’s long prayer everyone stood while John Hershberger read a chapter from
the Heilige Schrift, and then sat through a brief message delivered by Roman Miller. Roman was
no preacher, but in the absence of a minister the men often shared the duty and did the best
they could. This was followed by the testimonies of men who had brought their families to
Mexico to be free.Through it all, Miriam stole glances at the men sitting across from her. Micah
Shrock, the strapping son of Ira and Esther, sat on the back row with the other boys, behind the
married men, and when she glanced at him he didn’t look back. Micah avoided eye contact with
her these days, and never spoke to her at all if he could help it. They’d been engaged to be
married, until Miriam put on the clothes of a Mexican peasant and went with Kyra into the
mountains to look for Domingo. Micah had put his foot down, given her an ultimatum.She went
anyway. Micah wasn’t the only one who wouldn’t forgive her for that.Next to Micah sat Jake
Weaver, the love of Rachel’s life, always smiling, good-natured and affable, completely unaware
that he was a murderer in danger of hell’s fires. Directly in front of Jake was the self-righteous
Levi Mullet, Miriam’s brother-in-law. He and Emma had rushed into a marriage just before
leaving for Mexico to hide the fact that their first child was already on the way. They’d gotten
away with it, or so they thought, but there was always a hint of fear in his eyes, for he had been
raised to believe that no sin would ever go unpunished in this world. He lived in constant fear of
Gott’s reprisal.Atlee Hostetler, the wiry little newcomer, sat ramrod straight on the backless
bench trying to stay awake, bleary-eyed from staying up too late drinking hard cider. He’d come
to Mexico to escape the whispers about his binges, but the rumors had followed him.Miriam
didn’t know them all, though she suspected that every single person present harbored secret
desires and secret fears they held closer than kin—secrets that would always keep them at
arms’ length from each other.The service ended as it began, with a song. The richly timbered
chorus of voices melding in her father’s barn moved Miriam more than anything that went before
it, for in the comfort of that moment she discovered a small but profound truth: her people were
never more purely and perfectly united than when they sang together, as one.Paradise Valley
enjoyed mild temperatures year-round, and a fair amount of rain during the growing season.
Surrounded by ridges and mountains on three sides, they were sheltered from all but the worst
of storms and wind. But Caleb Bender knew, perhaps better than anyone, that the worst storms
didn’t come from the western skies.They came on horseback.After lunch Caleb strolled down his
lane to join a group of men who were already there, waiting. He had spread the word earlier that
he wanted to talk to the men in private, away from the women and children, about a matter of
great concern. Only the married men were there, the heads of households. The women and
unmarried boys had no say.Atlee Hostetler had a coal black beard that came to a point, and he
stroked it as he looked up and down Caleb’s driveway at the row of saplings just starting to
bud.“You planted a lot of trees here, Caleb.”It was Levi who answered him. “Jah, my Emma did
that. She loves trees. Planted them all over. There’s even maples up on that ridge. Don’t know as
they’ll thrive in this climate, though.”Caleb chuckled. “They’ll thrive if they know what’s good for
them. That daughter of mine won’t have a shirker. If all her trees live, in twenty years they’ll



change the face of this valley, that’s for sure. Won’t be the same place.” Then his smile
disappeared as he kicked at the dirt, dreading what he had to say next. “I’m not real sure we’ll be
here in twenty years yet. That’s why I wanted to talk to you men—” he glanced over his shoulder
toward the house, where a clutch of younger girls were tending the babies while the women
cleaned up from lunch—“out here where the women can’t hear. We got a decision to make. You
all remember what happened last summer.”Mahlon Yutzy’s face darkened. “The diphtheria?”
Mahlon’s twelve-year-old son, William, had died of the disease. Three of the five new families
had lost a child in the epidemic within weeks of their arrival.“Well, that too,” Caleb said, “but I’m
thinking the threat of disease is behind us. Mainly I was talking about the bandits—the ones who
took Rachel . . . and killed Aaron.”Even now it was hard to make himself say the words. The
wound was still too fresh. Caleb chewed on his lip for a moment, staring at the horizon,
composing himself, and the other men exchanged worried glances.He felt a hand on his
shoulder, and his old friend John Hershberger said softly, “What about the bandits, Caleb? Is
there news?”Before he could answer Caleb heard hoofbeats in the drive behind him. Domingo
trotted up to the group and swung down from the saddle with a wince. After six months he still
limped a little from the broken leg he suffered at El Ojo. He led his horse up to the group.“Guten
tag,” the young native said, reaching out to shake hands. One by one they shook his hand and
switched from Dutch to High German.“I still can’t get used to hearing German from a Mexican!”
Atlee Hostetler said, the dialect causing him to struggle a bit himself. It was different from
Pennsylvania Dutch, but they all understood it because it was the language of their
Bible.Domingo shrugged, smiled. “My German was a gift from a former employer,” he said. “It’s
not perfect, but I figured it was better than your Spanish.”Their hats all tilted down, hiding their
faces as they laughed quietly at themselves. “You figured right,” Yutzy chuckled, then pointed at
Domingo’s Amish hat. “If not for the poncho I would have took you for Dutch—riding a standard-
bred horse and wearing an Amish hat.”Domingo nodded toward Caleb. “The horse and the hat
were both gifts from my current employer.”“There is news,” Caleb said, answering John’s
question and steering the conversation back toward his original purpose. “That’s why I asked
Domingo to come. He knows some of the bandits, and sometimes his friends tell him things.”The
whole group ambled slowly down the driveway toward the middle of the valley while Domingo
told them what he and Caleb already knew: El Pantera was still alive, and looking for
revenge.“He will come soon,” Domingo said. “And he will bring an army. Thirty, maybe forty men,
with guns. This time he will come for blood.”“It’s just not right,” Levi said. “We have done nothing
to this man.”“We have done plenty,” Domingo answered. “El Pantera is a proud man. Jake
Weaver embarrassed him in front of his men, then we escaped from his barn and took Rachel
with us. In the bandit’s mind Rachel was his property—he had stolen her fair and square. Worst
of all, El Pantera was badly injured in the fight at El Ojo, and that was after I shot his prize
Appaloosa and two of his men. Mark my words, he will come for his revenge.”Mahlon Yutzy
shook his head. “There is nothing we can do against an army. They will slaughter us like
chickens.”“That’s why we needed to talk,” Caleb said. “Our lives might be in danger, and the lives



of our wives and children. Maybe the Coblentzes did the right thing, going home.” He didn’t want
to be the one to suggest it, but he would not withhold the truth.They all knew the story. Freeman
and Hannah Coblentz had packed up and gone back to Ohio, leaving behind a half-built house
after their little girl died of diphtheria. Cora, their eldest daughter, was being courted by Aaron
and was devastated by his loss. All of it together was more than Hannah could bear.“There are
still things you can do to protect yourselves,” Domingo said. “Don Louis Alejandro Hidalgo, the
owner of Hacienda El Prado, keeps a cadre of armed guards at the hacienda, three miles from
here. He has said that if you can get your families behind his walls you will be protected. Anyway,
there is time to prepare. My friend said it might be a month before El Pantera is well enough to
ride this far, let alone fight.”“But what if we’re in the fields working when they come?” Levi said.
“They would be on us before we could get our families out.”“If you post sentries in the high
places they can see the bandits coming ten miles away,” Domingo said. “That would buy you a
little time.”“Jah, and then what? He could still burn our houses and barns, and what will stop him
from coming again and again? Will we live our whole lives at the mercy of this animal? The
Coblentzes were smart, if you ask me. Maybe we should all go back—to a more civilized
country.”Caleb nodded gravely. “We are faced with a hard choice. We must decide whether to go
or stay. If we stay, we must find a way to keep our families safe.”“But we can’t leave now!” Noah
Byler said. “We sold everything we have to come to this place, and my son is buried in this earth.
Caleb, all we want to do is live in peace. Is there no law in this country? Does no one protect the
innocent?”Caleb looked him in the eye. “Only Gott,” he said quietly.They walked a ways in
silence, each of them weighing the question in his own mind, but in the end Caleb knew they
would all look to him for an answer. He was the oldest and had been here the longest. He was
also the only one whose child had died at the hands of the bandits.It was John Hershberger who
finally asked, “What do you think, Caleb? Should we give up and go back to Ohio?”Caleb shook
his head slowly. “I won’t tell another man what he should do, but as for me, I don’t want to leave.
From the beginning I felt Gott led us here, and that has not changed. Whatever befalls me—and I
have already paid a great price—I still think it is Gott’s will that I should stay. And if Gott wants us
here, then Gott will deliver us. Somehow.”Ira Shrock’s face, always red, grew redder as Caleb
spoke, until at last he could not keep silent.“We need to find a way to get troops to come,” he
said. “These bandits should pay for their crimes. It’s not right to let them feast on the innocent.
They should pay!”Caleb cleared his throat. “We already tried to get them to send troops, Ira. I
practically begged the government official in Monterrey, but he wanted money—a lot of money.
More money than we have.”“Hidalgo is rich,” Domingo said. “Perhaps you can persuade him to
pay for the troops.”They talked at great length, walking the fields of Paradise Valley, but in the
end they could see no other choice. They would not take up arms against the bandits
themselves, and none of them had the money to bribe the official to send troops to the valley.
Most of them had spent their last dime to buy the land. Domingo was right. Their only option was
to appeal to Don Hidalgo. After all, he was the one who sold them the land in the first place.One
by one they grudgingly assented, nodding and mumbling among themselves until John



Hershberger summed it up for them. “We don’t have much choice. If we leave now we lose
everything we have. There is no one to buy our farms.”“Then it is decided,” Caleb said.
“Tomorrow morning I will go talk to Hidalgo and ask him if he will pay the bribe. In the meantime
we will trust Gott.” With a glance back toward his home he added, “I’ll thank you men not to talk
about this to the women. My Martha doesn’t need something else to worry about just
now.”Domingo raised an eyebrow. “Will you at least put sentries on the heights?”“Jah,” Caleb
answered, with a wry smile. “We will trust Gott, and post lookouts.”Chapter 3After breakfast on
Monday morning Caleb hitched a horse to the buggy and took Domingo with him to Hacienda El
Prado. The village at the feet of the hacienda was buzzing with activity, as usual whenever the
haciendado was present on his estate. Don Hidalgo only visited El Prado for a few weeks at
planting time and harvest, dividing the rest of his year between New York and Paris, so the
peons and merchants who lived at his beck and call kept themselves very busy whenever he
was in attendance. Caleb drove through the village, past the beautiful stone church with its oak
trees and graveyard, right up to the ivy-swathed gates of the hacienda itself. Two armed guards
met him there and, after relieving Domingo of his gun belt, waved them through.The main house
sat on a hill well back from the gates, shadowed in the rear by a sprawling flower garden dotted
with shade trees, marble benches, and shallow ponds where exotic fish meandered in the shade
of weeping willows and arched-stone footbridges. Caleb left his buggy with a stableboy while he
and Domingo went on up to the back entrance of the main house. Yet another armed guard
frisked them before leading them through a maze of hallways to a waiting room crowded with a
dozen barefoot Mexican peasants.They didn’t wait long. When Hidalgo’s minion came out and
saw an American face he ushered Caleb into Hidalgo’s grand library ahead of everyone else,
explaining that Caleb was, after all, a landowner. But when Domingo got up to come with him,
the butler’s eyebrows went up.“Your peon can wait here,” he said.It took Caleb a second to get
his meaning, but then he hung back, his eyes narrowing.“Domingo Zapara is no peon,” he said.
“He is my friend, and he goes where I go.”Despite the fact that Domingo was a head taller the
butler still managed to look down his nose at him for a second, then sniffed and said in a
distinctly condescending tone, “Muy bien. Follow me.”Hidalgo’s cavernous library, with its high
frescoed ceiling, exquisitely crafted mahogany woodwork, and Persian carpets was without a
doubt the most opulent room Caleb had ever seen, and it was only one small part of a house
large enough to contain twenty such rooms.“Señor Bender!” Hidalgo rose from behind a
massive, ornately carved desk, greeted Caleb with a warm handshake, and ushered him to a
leather chair in front of his desk. He ignored Domingo, who remained standing quietly behind
Caleb, hat in hand.Hidalgo seated himself behind the desk and folded his hands on the blotter.
His hands were soft, the nails neatly manicured. Ten years younger than Caleb, the haciendado
carried himself like royalty and he was dressed like a politician. His smile faded as he
spoke.“Fuentes wrote to me about the bandit attack last summer, Señor Bender. We were all
deeply saddened to hear of the loss of your son. A terrible tragedy. It must have been a very
difficult time for your family.”Caleb nodded gravely. “Sí, we miss him badly, especially now, with



spring planting to do. He was a good son, and an able worker.”“I was also informed that one of
your daughters was taken, but she was later restored to you. Is this true?”“Sí. Rachel was
kidnapped, but this young man”—Caleb glanced over his shoulder at Domingo—“and another
were able to rescue her.”“Sí, that is the story I heard. You are lucky, Señor Bender. This El
Pantera is a very bad man.”Caleb nodded. Pictures of his son’s last moments flashed across his
mind’s eye. A bad man indeed.“This is what I came to talk to you about, Don Hidalgo. El Pantera.
Even now he makes plans to attack us. They say he is full of rage and he seeks
revenge.”Hidalgo’s head turned, just a notch, so that the stare he fastened on Caleb seemed
slightly wary. “And what will you do?”Caleb looked down at the hat in his lap, already sensing
resistance in the haciendado’s language. What will you do?“We were hoping you might help
us.”Hidalgo nodded. “Sí, I will be happy to help. I have told you before, Señor Bender, you and
your people are welcome behind the walls of the hacienda when bandits attack. You will be safe
here.”Caleb sighed. “Gracias, Don Hidalgo. We are grateful for your protection, but you must
understand that we are farmers. Even if we run to the hacienda, our livestock will be slaughtered,
our houses and barns burned. We would lose everything.”Hidalgo squinted at him, puzzled.
“Then perhaps you should band together and defend your farms from these men. There are ten
families in your valley now, are there not?”“Sí, but we cannot fight. It is against the laws of our
Gott to take up arms against our fellow man.”“Bandits—vermin, rabid dogs,” Hidalgo said with a
shrug.“Men, still,” Caleb answered evenly. “Made by the hand of Gott. I talked it over with the
others, and it seems to all of us that the only solution to our problems is to bring federales to the
valley. If there are troops here, the bandits will stay away. But Señor Montoya—the official in
Monterrey you recommended to us—he wanted money. Señor Hidalgo, we have given you
nearly all the money we have to buy the land.”Hidalgo leaned back in his chair and a leery smile
came into his eyes. He nodded slowly. “I see. You have come to ask me to pay Señor Montoya’s
bribe so he will send troops here to protect you.”Caleb nodded thinly. “Sí, though I still don’t
understand why a bribe must be paid at all. Montoya is a government official. Don’t they pay him
a salary?”Hidalgo chuckled. “This is Mexico, Señor Bender. Montoya’s salary as a civil servant is
a token. Anyway, why would any man aspire to such an office if there were no way to profit from
it?”Caleb’s hopes were fading. The tone of Hidalgo’s voice had already told him what his answer
would be.Hidalgo leaned forward, once again clasping his hands on his desk.“Señor Bender, I
have the deepest respect for you and your people. You have worked very hard to build a
homestead here in our mountains, and you have gained the trust of all those around you. But if
you will not defend your own farms how can you expect someone else to defend them for
you?”“In America there were policemen to protect the innocent.”Hidalgo’s eyes narrowed. He
took a deep breath and exhaled through his nose like a little hiss of steam. “America is a rich
country with plenty of policemen to go around. But Mexico is a poor country, and we have just
been through a bitter revolution. In Mexico these days there is never enough of anything to go
around.”As he was speaking a paneled door opened behind him and a woman in the full regalia
of a Mexican baroness glided silently into the room. Her face, her bearing, matched a regal



portrait in a gilded frame hanging on the wall directly behind Hidalgo’s desk. His wife. Caleb
glanced up at her, and Hidalgo, following his glance, turned and saw her. He held up a finger and
said, “I will be with you in a moment, mi amor.”She nodded, and remained.Hidalgo stared at
Caleb a minute longer as if waiting for a rebuttal, but Caleb could think of nothing more to
say.“My offer stands,” Hidalgo said, and there was an air of finality in his tone, like the banging of
a gavel. “You may bring your people here, behind the walls of the hacienda, and I will guarantee
their safety. But with all due respect, Señor Bender, it makes no sense for me to pay a king’s
ransom for troops when I have no need of them myself.”Caleb nodded, his jaw working, his eyes
downcast. The irony of Hidalgo’s words seemed lost on Hidalgo himself. But Caleb, with a
farmer’s common sense, saw quite clearly the hypocrisy of an aristocrat, sitting in the grand
library of his palatial estate with his fine clothes and manicured nails, complaining that there was
not enough to go around. Caleb braced his palms on the arms of the chair to rise, but Domingo’s
hand pressed firmly on his shoulder. Domingo came around him then and leaned his fists on the
edge of Hidalgo’s desk, glaring at the haciendado.Hidalgo bristled, staring up at him. There was
only indignation in his eyes. The man was too powerful to fear any peasant.“Don Hidalgo,”
Domingo said softly, with a little bow of the head to show at least the pretense of respect, “I think
in his haste my American amigo has failed to mention one or two things that may interest you.
First, everyone knows Hacienda El Prado enjoyed the favor of Pancho Villa, and while he lived
none of his men would dare lift a hand against you. But Pancho Villa is dead.” Again, Caleb
noticed Domingo making the sign of the cross on his chest as he said this. “You no longer have
him to protect you, my haciendado, and if El Pantera comes all this way with a hundred armed
men, do you really think he will be satisfied with the spoils of a few poor gringo
campesinos?”Caleb glanced up at Hidalgo’s wife. Her eyes widened perceptibly.Domingo
leaned a little closer to Hidalgo and said very calmly, “El Pantera will never stop with the outlying
farms, Don Hidalgo, and you know it. His men are fierce and well-trained. They learned how to
storm a hacienda during the Revolution. You and your family can sail away to Europe if you wish,
but when you return your fancy furniture and your beautiful paintings will be gone, and your
grand hacienda will be a smoking pile of rubble.”Caleb caught a glimpse of outright fear in
Hidalgo’s wife’s face, and the involuntary opening of her mouth before she raised a black-lace
fan to hide it.There was fire in Hidalgo’s eyes, and his chair slid back roughly as he rose to his
full height, jerking stiffly at the hem of his tunic.“Your audience is at an end, Señor Bender. I will
not be intimidated in my own house. My servant will show you out.” With a hard glare at Domingo
he added, “And take your insolent peon with you!”———Driving back home, neither of them said
anything until they were clear of the hacienda village and Caleb quietly asked, “What do you
think he will do?”Domingo laughed out loud. “Did you see the look on his wife’s face when she
heard what would happen to her lovely hacienda? You are a married man, Señor Bender—you
tell me what he will do.”Caleb couldn’t suppress a grin, though the ethics of it bothered him a
little. “It was wrong to lie to him, Domingo. El Pantera doesn’t have a hundred men.”Domingo met
this with a shrug. “It was not exactly a lie. I only asked what he will do if El Pantera comes with a



hundred men. I did not say he would.”In the evening, just before sundown when the Benders
were gathered at the supper table, Caleb heard hoofbeats rounding the house and went to the
back door to see who it was.Diego Fuentes, Hidalgo’s right-hand man and overseer of his
estate, cantered up to the corral on his big black Friesian. As he climbed down from his silver-
studded saddle Caleb strolled out to see what he wanted.“I have something for you,” Fuentes
said, handing him an envelope bearing only the name Montoya on the front. “I am told it contains
a letter and a cheque. Don Hidalgo instructed me to give it to you, and that you would know what
to do with it. He said he would have attended to the matter himself but he is far too busy with the
affairs of his estate just now.”Caleb smiled, running a rough thumb over the fancy wax seal. “The
haciendado is a proud man. Tell Don Hidalgo it will be done, and tell him muchas gracias.”Caleb
hitched the surrey and left two hours before daylight the next morning, picking up Domingo in
San Rafael and making it to Arteaga in time to catch the afternoon train to Monterrey. They
arrived in the bureaucrat’s office bright and early the next morning. Once Caleb presented
Hidalgo’s cheque he found Montoya much more amenable than he had been on Caleb’s last
visit. There were no federales available at the moment, Montoya said, but he promised an entire
company within a fortnight.“I only hope they will not come too late,” Caleb said.They caught the
train back to Arteaga before nightfall, shaving a whole day off the trip—a good thing, since there
was planting to be done. Camping by a little stream outside Arteaga for the night, Domingo
seemed preoccupied. The young native had never been talkative, but for the last two days he’d
said virtually nothing. Sitting across the campfire from him that evening, Caleb found out
why.“Señor Bender, I need to talk to you about something very important,” Domingo said. The
night air was chilly, and he held his palms to the fire.Caleb chuckled. “More important than
bringing the federales to the valley to keep bandits from killing us all?”Domingo considered this
for a moment, but he did not smile at Caleb’s little joke. “A different kind of important,” he said. “I
am in love with your daughter.”Caleb was sitting on a log, elbows on knees. Now he straightened
very slowly and his head tilted, staring at his young friend.“Miriam?” It could only be Miriam.
Rachel was promised, Ada was simpleminded, and the other two were too young.“Sí. Miriam.
We are in love, and we are planning to be married.”Caleb blinked and his head recoiled as if he’d
been slapped. “You want to marry her? How did this come about?”Domingo looked up and there
was a note of sadness in his eyes. “How do such things ever happen? It was fate, Señor Bender
—too strong. Neither of us could resist it.”Caleb was stunned speechless for a moment as
scraps of memory flashed through his mind. He had seen the signs—the glances, the quiet
words exchanged when they thought no one was looking—but blinded by his love for his
daughter, and for Domingo, he’d told himself it was nothing, told himself they were only
friends.He saw the future, too. Amish girls had married outsiders before. The outcome was
always the same, inescapable. Miriam would be banned.“I’m sorry, Domingo, but I cannot give
my blessing to this union. I must refuse.”The young native shook his head and spoke gently. “You
misunderstand me, Señor Bender. This is not a petición de mano—I am not asking you for her
hand—but out of great respect for you I am simply telling you what is about to happen. Miriam



has told me what to expect, and I assure you I am grieved by it as deeply as you. But our course
is set, the decision made. I already know you cannot give us your blessing.”Caleb nodded
absently, staring into the fire. “I admire your honesty, at least.”Then a thought occurred to him, a
slim but fervent hope.“Domingo, have you considered becoming Amish? You would be
welcomed with open arms.”But Domingo shook his head. “It would only be a lie. I was raised to
be a warrior, Señor Bender. I cannot change, and I will not pretend to be something I am
not.”“But I have seen you make the sign of the cross. Have you become a Christian?”“Sí, your
God came to me at El Paso de los Pericos, and He has changed my life, but I am too much like
my Nahua father to ever be a pacifist. The Catholic Church does not require it of me, and
besides,” he added with a chuckle, “Father Noceda says I am not even a very good
Catholic.”Caleb’s rough hand rubbed the tired muscles of his neck as his eyes wandered, lost. “I
don’t think you understand how difficult this will be for Miriam. And for her mother.”“Perhaps not.
But it can only be as difficult as you make it. Miriam’s feelings for her family will not
change.”There was nothing more to be said. His mind reeling, Caleb got up and went for his
bedroll, though he already knew he would not be sleeping much this night. Most of all, he
dreaded breaking the news to his wife.Chapter 3After breakfast on Monday morning Caleb
hitched a horse to the buggy and took Domingo with him to Hacienda El Prado. The village at
the feet of the hacienda was buzzing with activity, as usual whenever the haciendado was
present on his estate. Don Hidalgo only visited El Prado for a few weeks at planting time and
harvest, dividing the rest of his year between New York and Paris, so the peons and merchants
who lived at his beck and call kept themselves very busy whenever he was in attendance. Caleb
drove through the village, past the beautiful stone church with its oak trees and graveyard, right
up to the ivy-swathed gates of the hacienda itself. Two armed guards met him there and, after
relieving Domingo of his gun belt, waved them through.The main house sat on a hill well back
from the gates, shadowed in the rear by a sprawling flower garden dotted with shade trees,
marble benches, and shallow ponds where exotic fish meandered in the shade of weeping
willows and arched-stone footbridges. Caleb left his buggy with a stableboy while he and
Domingo went on up to the back entrance of the main house. Yet another armed guard frisked
them before leading them through a maze of hallways to a waiting room crowded with a dozen
barefoot Mexican peasants.They didn’t wait long. When Hidalgo’s minion came out and saw an
American face he ushered Caleb into Hidalgo’s grand library ahead of everyone else, explaining
that Caleb was, after all, a landowner. But when Domingo got up to come with him, the butler’s
eyebrows went up.“Your peon can wait here,” he said.It took Caleb a second to get his meaning,
but then he hung back, his eyes narrowing.“Domingo Zapara is no peon,” he said. “He is my
friend, and he goes where I go.”Despite the fact that Domingo was a head taller the butler still
managed to look down his nose at him for a second, then sniffed and said in a distinctly
condescending tone, “Muy bien. Follow me.”Hidalgo’s cavernous library, with its high frescoed
ceiling, exquisitely crafted mahogany woodwork, and Persian carpets was without a doubt the
most opulent room Caleb had ever seen, and it was only one small part of a house large enough



to contain twenty such rooms.“Señor Bender!” Hidalgo rose from behind a massive, ornately
carved desk, greeted Caleb with a warm handshake, and ushered him to a leather chair in front
of his desk. He ignored Domingo, who remained standing quietly behind Caleb, hat in
hand.Hidalgo seated himself behind the desk and folded his hands on the blotter. His hands
were soft, the nails neatly manicured. Ten years younger than Caleb, the haciendado carried
himself like royalty and he was dressed like a politician. His smile faded as he spoke.“Fuentes
wrote to me about the bandit attack last summer, Señor Bender. We were all deeply saddened
to hear of the loss of your son. A terrible tragedy. It must have been a very difficult time for your
family.”Caleb nodded gravely. “Sí, we miss him badly, especially now, with spring planting to do.
He was a good son, and an able worker.”“I was also informed that one of your daughters was
taken, but she was later restored to you. Is this true?”“Sí. Rachel was kidnapped, but this young
man”—Caleb glanced over his shoulder at Domingo—“and another were able to rescue her.”“Sí,
that is the story I heard. You are lucky, Señor Bender. This El Pantera is a very bad man.”Caleb
nodded. Pictures of his son’s last moments flashed across his mind’s eye. A bad man
indeed.“This is what I came to talk to you about, Don Hidalgo. El Pantera. Even now he makes
plans to attack us. They say he is full of rage and he seeks revenge.”Hidalgo’s head turned, just
a notch, so that the stare he fastened on Caleb seemed slightly wary. “And what will you
do?”Caleb looked down at the hat in his lap, already sensing resistance in the haciendado’s
language. What will you do?“We were hoping you might help us.”Hidalgo nodded. “Sí, I will be
happy to help. I have told you before, Señor Bender, you and your people are welcome behind
the walls of the hacienda when bandits attack. You will be safe here.”Caleb sighed. “Gracias,
Don Hidalgo. We are grateful for your protection, but you must understand that we are farmers.
Even if we run to the hacienda, our livestock will be slaughtered, our houses and barns burned.
We would lose everything.”Hidalgo squinted at him, puzzled. “Then perhaps you should band
together and defend your farms from these men. There are ten families in your valley now, are
there not?”“Sí, but we cannot fight. It is against the laws of our Gott to take up arms against our
fellow man.”“Bandits—vermin, rabid dogs,” Hidalgo said with a shrug.“Men, still,” Caleb
answered evenly. “Made by the hand of Gott. I talked it over with the others, and it seems to all of
us that the only solution to our problems is to bring federales to the valley. If there are troops
here, the bandits will stay away. But Señor Montoya—the official in Monterrey you recommended
to us—he wanted money. Señor Hidalgo, we have given you nearly all the money we have to buy
the land.”Hidalgo leaned back in his chair and a leery smile came into his eyes. He nodded
slowly. “I see. You have come to ask me to pay Señor Montoya’s bribe so he will send troops
here to protect you.”Caleb nodded thinly. “Sí, though I still don’t understand why a bribe must be
paid at all. Montoya is a government official. Don’t they pay him a salary?”Hidalgo chuckled.
“This is Mexico, Señor Bender. Montoya’s salary as a civil servant is a token. Anyway, why would
any man aspire to such an office if there were no way to profit from it?”Caleb’s hopes were
fading. The tone of Hidalgo’s voice had already told him what his answer would be.Hidalgo
leaned forward, once again clasping his hands on his desk.“Señor Bender, I have the deepest



respect for you and your people. You have worked very hard to build a homestead here in our
mountains, and you have gained the trust of all those around you. But if you will not defend your
own farms how can you expect someone else to defend them for you?”“In America there were
policemen to protect the innocent.”Hidalgo’s eyes narrowed. He took a deep breath and exhaled
through his nose like a little hiss of steam. “America is a rich country with plenty of policemen to
go around. But Mexico is a poor country, and we have just been through a bitter revolution. In
Mexico these days there is never enough of anything to go around.”As he was speaking a
paneled door opened behind him and a woman in the full regalia of a Mexican baroness glided
silently into the room. Her face, her bearing, matched a regal portrait in a gilded frame hanging
on the wall directly behind Hidalgo’s desk. His wife. Caleb glanced up at her, and Hidalgo,
following his glance, turned and saw her. He held up a finger and said, “I will be with you in a
moment, mi amor.”She nodded, and remained.Hidalgo stared at Caleb a minute longer as if
waiting for a rebuttal, but Caleb could think of nothing more to say.“My offer stands,” Hidalgo
said, and there was an air of finality in his tone, like the banging of a gavel. “You may bring your
people here, behind the walls of the hacienda, and I will guarantee their safety. But with all due
respect, Señor Bender, it makes no sense for me to pay a king’s ransom for troops when I have
no need of them myself.”Caleb nodded, his jaw working, his eyes downcast. The irony of
Hidalgo’s words seemed lost on Hidalgo himself. But Caleb, with a farmer’s common sense, saw
quite clearly the hypocrisy of an aristocrat, sitting in the grand library of his palatial estate with
his fine clothes and manicured nails, complaining that there was not enough to go around. Caleb
braced his palms on the arms of the chair to rise, but Domingo’s hand pressed firmly on his
shoulder. Domingo came around him then and leaned his fists on the edge of Hidalgo’s desk,
glaring at the haciendado.Hidalgo bristled, staring up at him. There was only indignation in his
eyes. The man was too powerful to fear any peasant.“Don Hidalgo,” Domingo said softly, with a
little bow of the head to show at least the pretense of respect, “I think in his haste my American
amigo has failed to mention one or two things that may interest you. First, everyone knows
Hacienda El Prado enjoyed the favor of Pancho Villa, and while he lived none of his men would
dare lift a hand against you. But Pancho Villa is dead.” Again, Caleb noticed Domingo making
the sign of the cross on his chest as he said this. “You no longer have him to protect you, my
haciendado, and if El Pantera comes all this way with a hundred armed men, do you really think
he will be satisfied with the spoils of a few poor gringo campesinos?”Caleb glanced up at
Hidalgo’s wife. Her eyes widened perceptibly.Domingo leaned a little closer to Hidalgo and said
very calmly, “El Pantera will never stop with the outlying farms, Don Hidalgo, and you know it. His
men are fierce and well-trained. They learned how to storm a hacienda during the Revolution.
You and your family can sail away to Europe if you wish, but when you return your fancy furniture
and your beautiful paintings will be gone, and your grand hacienda will be a smoking pile of
rubble.”Caleb caught a glimpse of outright fear in Hidalgo’s wife’s face, and the involuntary
opening of her mouth before she raised a black-lace fan to hide it.There was fire in Hidalgo’s
eyes, and his chair slid back roughly as he rose to his full height, jerking stiffly at the hem of his



tunic.“Your audience is at an end, Señor Bender. I will not be intimidated in my own house. My
servant will show you out.” With a hard glare at Domingo he added, “And take your insolent peon
with you!”———Driving back home, neither of them said anything until they were clear of the
hacienda village and Caleb quietly asked, “What do you think he will do?”Domingo laughed out
loud. “Did you see the look on his wife’s face when she heard what would happen to her lovely
hacienda? You are a married man, Señor Bender—you tell me what he will do.”Caleb couldn’t
suppress a grin, though the ethics of it bothered him a little. “It was wrong to lie to him, Domingo.
El Pantera doesn’t have a hundred men.”Domingo met this with a shrug. “It was not exactly a lie. I
only asked what he will do if El Pantera comes with a hundred men. I did not say he would.”In the
evening, just before sundown when the Benders were gathered at the supper table, Caleb heard
hoofbeats rounding the house and went to the back door to see who it was.Diego Fuentes,
Hidalgo’s right-hand man and overseer of his estate, cantered up to the corral on his big black
Friesian. As he climbed down from his silver-studded saddle Caleb strolled out to see what he
wanted.“I have something for you,” Fuentes said, handing him an envelope bearing only the
name Montoya on the front. “I am told it contains a letter and a cheque. Don Hidalgo instructed
me to give it to you, and that you would know what to do with it. He said he would have attended
to the matter himself but he is far too busy with the affairs of his estate just now.”Caleb smiled,
running a rough thumb over the fancy wax seal. “The haciendado is a proud man. Tell Don
Hidalgo it will be done, and tell him muchas gracias.”Caleb hitched the surrey and left two hours
before daylight the next morning, picking up Domingo in San Rafael and making it to Arteaga in
time to catch the afternoon train to Monterrey. They arrived in the bureaucrat’s office bright and
early the next morning. Once Caleb presented Hidalgo’s cheque he found Montoya much more
amenable than he had been on Caleb’s last visit. There were no federales available at the
moment, Montoya said, but he promised an entire company within a fortnight.“I only hope they
will not come too late,” Caleb said.They caught the train back to Arteaga before nightfall, shaving
a whole day off the trip—a good thing, since there was planting to be done. Camping by a little
stream outside Arteaga for the night, Domingo seemed preoccupied. The young native had
never been talkative, but for the last two days he’d said virtually nothing. Sitting across the
campfire from him that evening, Caleb found out why.“Señor Bender, I need to talk to you about
something very important,” Domingo said. The night air was chilly, and he held his palms to the
fire.Caleb chuckled. “More important than bringing the federales to the valley to keep bandits
from killing us all?”Domingo considered this for a moment, but he did not smile at Caleb’s little
joke. “A different kind of important,” he said. “I am in love with your daughter.”Caleb was sitting on
a log, elbows on knees. Now he straightened very slowly and his head tilted, staring at his young
friend.“Miriam?” It could only be Miriam. Rachel was promised, Ada was simpleminded, and the
other two were too young.“Sí. Miriam. We are in love, and we are planning to be married.”Caleb
blinked and his head recoiled as if he’d been slapped. “You want to marry her? How did this
come about?”Domingo looked up and there was a note of sadness in his eyes. “How do such
things ever happen? It was fate, Señor Bender—too strong. Neither of us could resist it.”Caleb



was stunned speechless for a moment as scraps of memory flashed through his mind. He had
seen the signs—the glances, the quiet words exchanged when they thought no one was looking
—but blinded by his love for his daughter, and for Domingo, he’d told himself it was nothing, told
himself they were only friends.He saw the future, too. Amish girls had married outsiders before.
The outcome was always the same, inescapable. Miriam would be banned.“I’m sorry, Domingo,
but I cannot give my blessing to this union. I must refuse.”The young native shook his head and
spoke gently. “You misunderstand me, Señor Bender. This is not a petición de mano—I am not
asking you for her hand—but out of great respect for you I am simply telling you what is about to
happen. Miriam has told me what to expect, and I assure you I am grieved by it as deeply as you.
But our course is set, the decision made. I already know you cannot give us your blessing.”Caleb
nodded absently, staring into the fire. “I admire your honesty, at least.”Then a thought occurred to
him, a slim but fervent hope.“Domingo, have you considered becoming Amish? You would be
welcomed with open arms.”But Domingo shook his head. “It would only be a lie. I was raised to
be a warrior, Señor Bender. I cannot change, and I will not pretend to be something I am
not.”“But I have seen you make the sign of the cross. Have you become a Christian?”“Sí, your
God came to me at El Paso de los Pericos, and He has changed my life, but I am too much like
my Nahua father to ever be a pacifist. The Catholic Church does not require it of me, and
besides,” he added with a chuckle, “Father Noceda says I am not even a very good
Catholic.”Caleb’s rough hand rubbed the tired muscles of his neck as his eyes wandered, lost. “I
don’t think you understand how difficult this will be for Miriam. And for her mother.”“Perhaps not.
But it can only be as difficult as you make it. Miriam’s feelings for her family will not
change.”There was nothing more to be said. His mind reeling, Caleb got up and went for his
bedroll, though he already knew he would not be sleeping much this night. Most of all, he
dreaded breaking the news to his wife.Chapter 4It was the end of a school day. The children had
all gone home and Miriam was straightening up the buggy shed when her dat came home from
Monterrey. The whole family turned out to welcome him, but after he corralled the horse he came
to put the buggy away. Alone with Miriam in the buggy shed, he sat down on one of the school
benches and patted a spot beside him.“Domingo told me,” he said, and then took off his hat and
rubbed his bald head the way he did when he was very tired or very worried. There was a great
sadness in his eyes.“I’m sorry,” she whispered. “I know it’s terrible news to you, but, Dat, I love
Domingo more than anything.”“More than your family?”Coming from her father, the question
pierced her heart. She took a deep, shuddering breath and fought back tears.“Dat, I didn’t
choose this. Things just . . . happened. The time I spent alone with Domingo and Kyra in the
mountains was like heaven on earth, and I was overwhelmed. Domingo is the one. I believe Gott
himself put us together, and I want to spend the rest of my life with him. Everything else will just
have to work itself out. It makes me very sad to think of the grief it will cause my family. I only
hope you can all forgive me.”On the verge of tears, he whispered, “You’re still my daughter—at
least until the church says otherwise—but this is a hard thing, Miriam. A very hard thing. How
many of my children will this country take from me . . . ?”Miriam couldn’t hold it back. She wept



for a lost brother, and for a softhearted father whose pain she felt as keenly as her own.“I will not
try to stop you,” he said wearily, “but you already know what is coming, and you know I will not
defy the church. As for Domingo, I only wish I could have talked him into joining us, but—”“I
know. He’s a warrior. Dat, he was raised in a different world, but in his heart he’s as good as any
man I know.”He nodded grimly. Neither of them spoke for a minute as a sad resignation settled
over them both. Finally he asked, very quietly, “When will it happen?”It, he said, the way he
would ask a doctor how long before someone died. Staring at the dirt floor she thought for a
moment.“In a few weeks, at Iglesia El Prado. We’ll have to go talk to the priest first.”There was
another long silence before he said, “Perhaps it won’t be so bad, since there is no bishop
here.”She knew what he meant, and she appreciated it. He was saying perhaps the family could
bend the rules a bit after she was banned. There would be restrictions, yet beyond those the law
was somewhat flexible, especially in the absence of an official overseer.“Thank you for that, Dat.”
Then another thought occurred to her. “Will you let Domingo keep working for you?”He seemed
surprised, caught off guard by the question, but then he shrugged. “As long as the others don’t
complain. Domingo is a good hand. Besides, he has done nothing wrong, except to fall in love
with my daughter. I can’t hardly hold that against him.”Chapter 4It was the end of a school day.
The children had all gone home and Miriam was straightening up the buggy shed when her dat
came home from Monterrey. The whole family turned out to welcome him, but after he corralled
the horse he came to put the buggy away. Alone with Miriam in the buggy shed, he sat down on
one of the school benches and patted a spot beside him.“Domingo told me,” he said, and then
took off his hat and rubbed his bald head the way he did when he was very tired or very worried.
There was a great sadness in his eyes.“I’m sorry,” she whispered. “I know it’s terrible news to
you, but, Dat, I love Domingo more than anything.”“More than your family?”Coming from her
father, the question pierced her heart. She took a deep, shuddering breath and fought back
tears.“Dat, I didn’t choose this. Things just . . . happened. The time I spent alone with Domingo
and Kyra in the mountains was like heaven on earth, and I was overwhelmed. Domingo is the
one. I believe Gott himself put us together, and I want to spend the rest of my life with him.
Everything else will just have to work itself out. It makes me very sad to think of the grief it will
cause my family. I only hope you can all forgive me.”On the verge of tears, he whispered, “You’re
still my daughter—at least until the church says otherwise—but this is a hard thing, Miriam. A
very hard thing. How many of my children will this country take from me . . . ?”Miriam couldn’t
hold it back. She wept for a lost brother, and for a softhearted father whose pain she felt as
keenly as her own.“I will not try to stop you,” he said wearily, “but you already know what is
coming, and you know I will not defy the church. As for Domingo, I only wish I could have talked
him into joining us, but—”“I know. He’s a warrior. Dat, he was raised in a different world, but in his
heart he’s as good as any man I know.”He nodded grimly. Neither of them spoke for a minute as
a sad resignation settled over them both. Finally he asked, very quietly, “When will it happen?”It,
he said, the way he would ask a doctor how long before someone died. Staring at the dirt floor
she thought for a moment.“In a few weeks, at Iglesia El Prado. We’ll have to go talk to the priest



first.”There was another long silence before he said, “Perhaps it won’t be so bad, since there is
no bishop here.”She knew what he meant, and she appreciated it. He was saying perhaps the
family could bend the rules a bit after she was banned. There would be restrictions, yet beyond
those the law was somewhat flexible, especially in the absence of an official overseer.“Thank
you for that, Dat.” Then another thought occurred to her. “Will you let Domingo keep working for
you?”He seemed surprised, caught off guard by the question, but then he shrugged. “As long as
the others don’t complain. Domingo is a good hand. Besides, he has done nothing wrong,
except to fall in love with my daughter. I can’t hardly hold that against him.”

Paradise Valley (The Daughters of Caleb Bender Book #1) Though Mountains Fall (The
Daughters of Caleb Bender Book #3)
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Rosa Cline, “such a heartfelt wonderful series. This book continues with the trials , and
heartaches that the Amish has had to deal with while living in Mexico. After a major incident
happens they know they have no choice but to live back to Ohio. So much sadness in their
decision.Things in Ohio doesn’t get much better due to hardness of hearts. And until they learnt
and believed that God is a God of love not a God of conflict and hate.This book ( and series) will
leave you with an happily emotional heart. Such wonderful storytelling. I can’t say enough about
how good these books are!”

Judge Tabor, “10 Star Rating for this Book. I have been a life-long reader and as unbelievable as
it is to a lot of people, I easily fit from 8-10 books into my reading schedule each week. To think
that I never knew about Dale Cramer's "The Daughters of Caleb Bender" until last week causes
me to have some regrets. I will read this series of books over and over throughout the coming
years.This third book in the series spends a lot of time developing the romance between Miriam
and Domingo. Although Domingo doesn't have a lot to recommend himself as far as finances,
"quality" family heritage or even respect from what might be considered his betters, Domingo is
one of the strongest heroes I have had the blessing to read about. He has a sense of pride in his
own heritage even though he is of mixed blood and considered very low on the totem pole in his
society. When push comes to shove, he always stands up for what he believes in and has a
gentle grace about his person that is simply fascinating. He typifies what every woman would
want in her own "Warrior."Miriam is a sweetheart and has the courage to make some decisions
that are very difficult to say the least. I can't say that I was happy with everything in this book but
that's because it's written as though it was about "real life" and very often "real life" doesn't pan
out the way we dreamed it would. No, we take the good with the heartbreak but we always look
to the future with hope in our hearts and do the best we can with what is on our plate much like
the good folks in this book.Although there are some things I disagree with regarding the Amish
beliefs, I also find much to commend the Amish relative to their beliefs and culture. My heart is a
little sad that this series has come to an end - a sure sign that it is a very compelling book.
Thank you Mr. Dale Cramer for taking the time to write this books.”

liz melia, “great finish. This book is very gritty, there is hurt, fighting, violence..the valley has
traded bandits for federals, the bandits came back for blood on Miriam and Domingo's wedding
day, lucky the amish managed to get behind the walls of the hacienda to safety, the bandits
would have burned, raped and killed the amish families if the federals hadn't turned up when the
my did the bandits might have succeeded.The federals turn out to be as bad as the bandits for
taking stock and livestock, but no more bandits...Jake finds out he has a mans death on his
hands and is sent bk to Ohio to go before the bishop, Rachel goes with him so she can be
baptised. While she's there she meants a young bishop and tells him about the many wonderful



things are going in paradise valley since the bandits are gone.When jake comes back to the
valley the bishop comes with him, Rachel and jake can now be married...but caleb is brought
into another mans business when his wife come to caleb for help late one night her children
went in search of their father who liked to drink with the federals, but now all three have not come
home. Caleb finds the children and boy and girl, beaten severely, raped and left for dead...when
caleb brings it to the attention of the captain of the federals he takes it very seriously, he invites
caleb to his office one morning caleb invites the children's father and the bishop, they do not
realise they are there to witness an execution until it's to late...The bishop cannot condone the
killing if men, he cannot live in paradise valley an longer, without a bishop they have no church,
the new amish settlement is no more, they must return to Ohio, the girls are heartbroken to be
leaving Miriam behind they know they may never see her again, but caleb stands by the ban.I'm
not going to give away more of this story and there is so much more. A wonderful read”

Cass Wessel, “A Story to Fall For. Though Mountains Fall(The Daughters of Caleb Bender, Book
#3)Bethany House Publishers, 2013[Kindle Edition] In the third book in “The Daughters of
Caleb Bender” trilogy, “Though Mountains Fall,” the story opens on the idyllic scene of Caleb
planting his fields alongside the Mexican peon, Domingo, who is like a son to him. A single rider
breaks the six-month lull in the violence with news of yet another external threat to the existence
of the Amish community from El Pantera. The bandit seeks revenge shuddering terror through
the valley farmers and throughout Caleb’s family. Meanwhile closely held secrets become
internal threats to tranquility. Although Rachel fears recapture by bandits, she worries even more
about the consequences her lie will have on Levi’s soul. Meanwhile, Miriam dreads being
shunned when she marries Domingo as much as she fears El Pantera’s threats to kill him. Then
Mamm descends again into the shadowed valley of grief. Meanwhile, Caleb and the men seek
protection for their families from the haciendado, Don Hidalgo, but their expectations plummet
onto the rocks of corruption. In “Though Mountains Fall,” Dale Cramer’s compelling characters
plant themselves in the reader’s imagination like corn drilled into the valley fields keeping the
reader flipping pages far beyond bedtime. I heartily recommend this book for adult readers.
However, the faint of heart might find some scenes difficult to read. Although Cramer usually
leaves much to the reader’s imagination without being explicit, in one scene a character names
a vile act. In fairness, this scene becomes crucial so this reviewer understands the lapse. To sum
up, the book, “Though Mountains Fall,” leaves the reader with the satisfaction of having read a
story well worth the price paid. I give “The Captive Heart” five stars and a thumbs up.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Just as good as Books 1 & 2, if not better!. Third in this series, I was not
disappointed. It was worth every penny! One usually expects to enjoy en element of calm in the
peaceful rhythm of their lives when reading Amish fiction, but not so in the 'Daughters of Caleb
Bender' trilogy. The pace continues at nail-biting velocity and I was hard-pressed not to skip
ahead to see what would happen. Well researched and well written, one is drawn into the



highlights and horrors of life in this hostile territory: Mexico in the 1920s. The stoical Amish folk
face challenges they never could have imagined in back in rural Ohio. Dale Cramer's characters
are 'real'. There are tragedies and triumphs, and - three books into the series, 'knowing' the
characters as you do by now - you'll 'feel' the tragedies with the families concerned. Caleb
Bender's faith in 'Gott' and in himself is sorely tested and tried. Did he really hear from God in the
first place? Has he made a terrible mistake? Questions many of us ask ourselves today. Don't
expect everything to work out the way you want it to; Cramer is a realist! If you've read books one
and two, you will definitely make every effort to find and read 'Though Mountains Fall'.”

Caryll Monument, “Excellent!. I could not agree more with the previous reviewer concerning this
book. It had me in tears, at times, so involved with the characters that I was and I am sorry that I
have finished it and indeed, the whole series. I have rarely read a series of books as good and
as special as these and would have no hesitation in reading more from this author. They are
definitely worth every penny and come very highly recommended. These books, like others in
my collection will be re-read, more than once. Thank you, Dale Cramer.”

Mrs. K. Abbott, “Excellent Series. This series of stories about the daughters of Caleb Bender is a
wonderful story with characters who live on in memory long after the story has ended. There is
romance, suspense and historical details of early 19th century America/Mexico.I will be buying
other novels by Dale Cramer.”

carol sennett, “Fantastic trilogy.. Stumbled across this series of books by a fluke really. They
were absolutely brilliant and I managed to read the three in five days. I cannot recommend these
more highly the story lines and the compassion of the author were amazing. I loved them so
much I have tried to purchase them in paperback for my mother, however due to the author
being American I cannot seem to find them in the UK. I will probably buy her a kindle for her
birthday just so she doesn't miss out on this fantastic trilogy. Please do yourself a massive favour
and read Dale Cramer!”

Looby Lou, “Heart Wrenching!. Worthy ending to this wonderful trilogy. I couldn't put it down, and
was frustrated when it ended! I wanted it to carry on, and on. A truly good story and based on
actual events in Mexico. Certainly a twist on other Amish novels. Please pick up these books and
read, you won't be disappointed!”

The book by Saraah Sowell has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 656 people have provided feedback.
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